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Tina Wallace, (I) and Annie Guerrero wait outside the Fi~ld
House before their cross country ski team practice.(Frank
Consentino photo)

Cyanide pills symbolize the
end of all hope. That is why a
group of UNH students have
chosen them in a dramatic
protest against nuc1ea1 a1 ms.
The student anti-nuclear
organization, Coalition For
Disarmament and Peace, has
begun circulating petitions on
campus requesting that Hood
House stock cyanide to be used
by students in the case of a
nuclear war.
This follows last week's
petition at Brown University in
Providence, R.l., signed by
.over 700 undergraduates,
. urging the health clinic to do
the same thing.
••1 think the point we're
tryi_n_g_ to _!llake_i_s _no_! that_w~'d

Attendance at events in the
MU B Pub have been on the
decline this semester according
to the Memorial Union
Organization's
Student
(MUSO) President Kathy
Stroup.
Only 60 people showed up
two weeks ago to see Ball and
-Pivot in the MU B Pub which
holds 320 people. Low tickets
sales also forced the
performance of Chick Corea to
be moved from the Field House
to the MU B's Granite State
Room.
'"Students are reluctant to see
a band they've never heard of,"
said M USO Pub Programmer
Doug Wright.
Low ticket sales have
prompted M USO to reschedule '"questionable" bands with
more reliable DJ's who have
establi s hed a name for
themselve s with students,
Stroup said. The DJ's are
generall y cheaper than ban~s
bu t they play popular music
wh ich d raws a larger crowd .
The S tude nt Activi ty Fee
e.ives MUSO $20,000 a year to
help keep ticket p rices low but
M USO has used up almost half
their subsidy for th is semester,
Stroup said.
Wright said he tries to be
diverse in his choice of
programming which means
some bands aren't always going
to appeal to everyone.
"l won't bring a band that's
an extreme ." Wright said. '"It's

rather die a quicker death from
cyanide than radiation," said
Tom Lacey, a member of the
Coalition, ··but that participation in the arms race, whether
by the us or the USSR, is
equivalent to mass suicide."
Students' reactions to the
petition are mixed.
··1 think it's ridiculous," said
UNH junior James Chesney.
••you could kill yourself · a
thousand other ways without
standing in line."
Paula Metrano. a junior and
a communications major, felt
that students should be able to
decide for themselves if they,
want~d to take poi~n .

CYANIDE, page 15

After license suspension

Franklin to reopen for Homecoming
By Ken Fish
The Franklin Ballroom, on
Jenkins Court, Durham, had
its liquor license revoked for a
week by the NH State Liquor
Commission October 8 for

Dover, during a random
serving a minor.
Michael O'Grady, the owner identification check, disof the Franklin Ballroom, said covered a 19-year-old
the incident happened Massachussetts college student
September 17 when NH Liquor being served alcohol.
Inspector_ __R_Q!?eI! -~ier~e. of _ •·we always check l.D.'s at
the door. .. He probably got in
·with a farse l.D.," O'Grady
said.
O'Grady said either .. Me or
the bar manager check l.D. 'sat
the door. .. we don't let students
check I.D. 's".
you when you leave school."
••we 'II just have to be more
Wright feels students have to careful not to let it happen
be able to relate a hit song with again," he said.
the name of the band. Scope's
He said he went to a hearing
presentation of Beaver Brown in Concord on Wednesday and
scheduled for this Sunday sold argued his case before the
out because of their hit song Liquor Commission. After the
••on The Dark Side," Wright hearing, they reduced the
said.
period of suspension from one
Last year only 3 people week to four days.
showed up to see Rubber _ ••we've never had a violation
in the two years we've been
CONCERT, page 8
here." O'Grad said.

Low attendance plagues shows
By Jed Evans

Bulk R .. 1,: l ' .S. l' o, t" !!<' l'" id
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Poison requested
in case of attack

needs
the pill
the past six years trying to
make it possible for Health
Services to administer oral
contraceptives.
Patterson's proposal, along
with the Health Services
Consumer Board, has
encountered obstacles to
distributing contraceptives.
Health Services could seem
to be competing with local
pharmacies for student's
business, Patterson said, "If the
pill will not be less expensive
for the students here (Hood
House), then there is no reason
for us to sell it," commented
Patterson.
The Consumer Board is
presently talking to several
pharmaceutical companies
about cost and availability.
One of the primary reasons
for Health Services wanting the
right to sell contraceptives
is cost.
"It doesn't matter how rich or
poor you are--you can still be

X(i2-l 490

a balance between choosing a
performer who's different and
one who will sell tickets."
Students are driving to
Boston and Manchester to see
performers when the same
bands are playing in the MU B
Pub, Wright said. ..The
accessibility to entertainment
on this campus is remarkable
but students aren't taking
advantage of it. You won't have
this_ accessibility availahk to

---~!'""'-I

··We've .e ven had to cancel a
band we were going to have
play tonight...because you
can't make any money if you
can't sell booze," he said.
O'Grady said he was curious
why _the Liquor Commission
waited over a month to revoke
his license.
••we had no prior warning or
hints of suspension," he said.
Deputy Chief of the
Enforcement Division of the
NH State Liquor Commission
Carl McKenney said it takes
time for the commission to
work on cases.
O'Grady explained most
offenses he had heard of
resulted in an average of three
to four days for a suspension,
not a week.
McKenney said .. there's no
set time ... The commission
decides how long; it depends on
the individual violation."

-INSIDE-

The UNH Field Hockey
team beat Northeastern 5-1
in a home game Tuesday .
See story, p age 20.

The New Hampshire Gentleman practice in a stairwell in order to take advantage of the accoustics
available there.(Dave Sanbo rn photo)

Calendar .................. page 5
Notices .................... page 6
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Prog ram inspi res drink ing, drivi ng age deba te
By Ken Fish
"The disease of alcoholism is
the disease of deniaL..The
problem of alcohol is one
which must be addressed early
(in life)," said Ricia McMahon,
member of the UN H Alcohol
Advisory Committee.
McMahon, the moderator of
a debate on alcohol issues, set
the platform for the roundtable debate which met in the
Hillsborough-S ullivan room in
the MUB October 10 at I p.m.
The debate was listed as part
of the UNH Alcohol Advisory
Committee's plan to observe
this week as the National
Alcohol Awareness Week
which NH Governor John

UN H Alcohol Educator
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, NH
State Senator Leo Lessard ( DDover), Amethyst Foundation
Inc. Executive Director Robert
Kelley, NH attorney John
S k or k o and Co nee rned
Citizens Against Drunk
Drivers (CC ADD) representative, UNH student and
Director of Marketing and
Sales for Road Safe Beverages,
Jay Goober.
McMahon said "laws are
artifacts of social mores and
values ... But will new laws
change ( our views of alcohol)
or will education do it?"
Skorko began the first
section . of · the debate

S11n11n11 h::irl prorbimPn p::irlit?r

concor"ning liability. "In New

this week.
The speakers present were:

Hampshire we have a sort of
third party liability now ... lf a

----

Jay Goober, spoke at Alcohol Awareness Seminar held
Thursday in the MUB.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

person is served alcohol to an groups · ot 12-14 and 30excess, then drives and kills 35 ... They deal with it much
someone as a result, the person earlier, we just delay the
who served that driver can be problem until it's almost too
held liable."
late."
"A university may have to ·
On deterrence, Lessard did
act as parents ... and in so doing, not think raising the drinking
may have to take liability ... A age to 21 would be effective.
university, then should be able
"'Since the drinking age was
tQ monitor drinking on raised from 18 to 20 ... there 's
campus," Skorko said.
been no significant change in
Lessard commented "'the alcohol-related deaths," he
state is also responsible for said.
drinking in NH."
He explained this was due to
He said "four or five years border hopping. He said the
ago, opr state took a disturbing NH State Police had statistics
turn by budgeting over $50,000 showing a 27-:Year-old male
to promote New Hampshire was the average drunk driver in
alcohol. .. lt's our second NH.
highest revenue, generating
Raising the drinking age, he

almo.:'lt $40 milliv11."

said is .. splitting hairs. "

would be effective.
"You've got to let them
(drunk drivers) know that if
they're caught, there's going to
be a bite," he said.
Kelley agreed, but insisted
penalties wouldn't work unless
they were consistently
enforced.
"Just raising the dr.i nking
age ... isn't a deterrence ... 1 don't
think it'll make much of an
impact," he said.
Skorko said although he
agreed drinking was basically a
societal problem, "we should
use every available means
possible to stop the problem."
He said NH in 1982 led the
nation with the largest increase
in the number of alcohol-

Lessard explained "It's also
Goober said stronger
the parent's responsibility ...
enalties for drunk driving
I
since most alcohol in minors'
possession is gotten in the
houshold." He also said store
owners often contribute,
through neglect and not
questioning fake I.D. 's, to
minors getting alcohol.
Goober disagreed, saying
responsibility lies with the
drinker.
••But because of the vast loss
of life, some responsibility
should rest with the seller of ,
. alcohol. .. These people should
not overserve," Goober said.
Kelly, whose foundation
helps re-train drivers convicted
of DWI, said liability is a
question of responsibility
versus irresponsibility.
"'Sure, you can raise the age .
to 21, but unless culture
changes, you only change (the
places where people drink) ...
We have to look at New
Hampshire's stance and what
the family is doing about
alcohol," said Kelley .
Lessard, reflecting on his
recent trip to West Germany,
said '•(in W. Germany) they say
A selection of the beers available
there's no difference in
Durham.(Frank Consentino photo)
drinking problems in the age

in

downtown

NEWS IN BRIEF
Nuclear Waste in NH?

.Labor Investig ated

More Choice For Voters?

New Hampshire is one of 23 states being
considered for an eternal disposal site for high-level
radioactive nuclear waste.
The government, in cooperation with state
planning offices, has been looking for two
• underground sites to store nuclear material.
New Hampshire has about 20 rock masses
capable of holding nuclear waste for 10,000 years,
according to David Scott, acting director of the
state planning office.
Scott said three-quarters of them will be rejected
in the first review and that the others will probably
be crossed off later.

The Attorney General's office joined the state's
investigation of a Rockingham Park labor union
Tuesday.
The Labor Department began the investigation
after it received complaints from workers at the
track who claimed union dues were being taken out
of their pay without their permission.
Track management and union officials claim the
union has done nothing wrong.

Dover voters may soon take a more active role in
choosing their mayor.
The city council now elects the mayor.
Last month the council defeated by a 5-4 vote a
measure that would have put the issue to a
referendum vote.
A committee was appointed to study the issue
and make a recommendatio n to the council by
December 12.

Writers Series

Kittery Faces Lawsuit

More Space in
Portsmo uth Harbor?
The proposed dredging of Portsmouth harbor
could double the size of the state port facility.
The proposal involves removing more than half a

million cubic yards of material from the harbor and

using it to expand waterfront property north of the
state pier by more than 10 acres.
This would create more storage space at the port.
It would also allow more cargo to be loaded and
unloaded.

•
Jim Lardner of the New Yvrker will read from his
work Monday, October 15. in the Forum Room of
the Library at 8 p.m.
Lardner writes full-length features and "Talk of
the Town" pieces for the magazine. In addition. he
is working on a book about videocassette recorders.
The working title is .. The Hot Button."
Lardner was a reporter with the Washington
Post before he joined the New Yorker.
The reading is presented by the UN H Writers
Series.
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A Kittery woman filed a $250,000 suit against the
Kittery . Police Department. She claims her
constitutional rights were violated during the
issuance of a 1983 traffic ticket.
Sheryl Mortin claims former Kittery Patrolman
Ernest Proper acted with .. malice. wilfully and
wantonly, and in reckless disregard of ( her) rights
and feelings''.
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Resid ents set
dorm itory rules
i By Michelle Evans

Ann Schultz spoke at Smith

said. Floor members agreed to
.. definition" of noise, and
determined when quiet hours
would be within University
guidelines.
.. It was not a top-down
decision," Durkin said. ••They
agreed to it themselves." In the
past, decisions about residence
hall policy were made by dorm
and student governments.
This fall was the first time
such a policy has been enacted.
According to Durkin, residents
returning for a second year in
the hall were especially helpful,
pointing out trouble spots from
the year before .

A new .. unit agreement" in
UNH residence halls has
allowed residents a more active
role in shaping their living
environments, according to
Janet Durkin, a representative
of the Department of
Residential Life.
The agreements, signed by
each floor individually at the
floor meetings which opene<;l
the semester, have been used by
Resident Assistants ( RA) and
hall councils to determine hall
policy, Durkin said.
.. From the very start,
"Tlictc:':-, bc:c:n a real good
residents had a say in setting up
their environment," Durkin . response to it," said Susan
Hayes, a Congreve Hall RA.
said.
The agreement is a The agreements .. were very
contract, "Durkin said. Under much individualized. We were
each area, for example fire given a lot of leeway."
Hall on worldwide disarmament.(B rook Tart photo)
Residents cooperate to
safety, there is a University
regulation, followed by enforce the agreement.
.. It's not policing at all," said
.. specifics" filled in by students.
Another example cited by a Stoke RA, who did not wish
Durkin was the use of hall to be identified ... It's just a
phones. ..Specifics" include really good agreement."
.. People here have worked
hours of usage, message taking,
very closely to begin with,"
first strike and will be used in and length of calls.
nuclear holocaust.
All members of each floor said Dan Gagne, a Hubbard
Both sides of the arms race, retaliation. If it is destroyed
the US and the USSR, are you may lose credibility with signed the agreement, in
faced with a dilemma. Guertner other nations.
addition to the RA, Durkin UNITS, page 12
There is a need for arms
said there is no solution
technical or otherwise we can control, Guertner said. Neither
use to deal with the arms race. side perceives nuclear war as
"We can only manage danger inevitable. By limiting the
and contain disaster," he said. number of weapons it is
An arms control must be . possible to achieve nuclear
established to allow the stability. In achieving strategic
governments to catch up with balance, Guertner said, the
the rapid growth of nuclear following variables must be
weapons. Replacing t_he old considered; warheads,
surveying individual departnuclear sys't em with a new launches, . throw weight, By Ed Garland
configurations
and
ments
installment
the
for
reliability,
Surveying
yield,
accuracv,
give
not
does
system
nuclear
survivability, diversity, and of the new $3.1 million begin Oct. 22. "Ted Ames, head
stability.
telecommunica tion system is of Telecommunica tions said.
Strategic stability is a over-all damage capability.
The US is ahead in all of scheduled to begin October 22. .. Wiring in buildings begins in
fundamental concept in ·
February and wiring outside
detering a nuclear attack, he _these except for launches,
begins in early spring."
said. It requires that you have a
wea_pon _tha_t _will s_urvive _t~ NUCLEAR, page 12
The tentative dates for

Optio ns in nucle ar age mulle d
By Erika Randmere
We have a nuclear dilemma.
This fact has been part of our
lives since the day we were born
and now we must deal with it.
Thursday afternoon at the
MU B an interdisciplina ry
symposium on the nuclear
dilemma took place. Members
on the panel were Dr. Gary
Guertner, U.S. Arms Control
Agency; Dr. Susan Koch, U.S.
Department of Defense; Dr.
Gordan Thompson, Institute
for Resource and Security
Studies; and Dr. Richard
Werner,Dep artment of
Philosophy, Hamilton College.
Each person presented his or
her point of view on the nuclear
arms race and their personal
solution to__prevent_ing ~

Phon e insta llatio n
starts this mont h

Ex-C IA agen t recal ls 25-ye ar caree r
By Karen Le Vasseur
The US Central Intelligence
Agency CIA allows the
President to in'itiate covert
operations in foreign countries
with no regard for popular
opinion, according to Ralph
McGehee.
McGehee, a 25 year veteran
of the CIA, spoke at . UNH
Tuesday, presenting an
autobiograph ical journey
through his years in the CIA.
A crowd of about 125 people
gathered in the Granite State
Room in the MU B to listen to
McGehee speak about world- .
wide CIA operations, current
developments in Central
America, and to draw parallels
between Vietnam and Central
·
America.
''The CIA is the covert action
arm of the president,"
McGehee said ... Misinformation is a major part of the
covert operations. We, the
American people, are the
primary target of its lies."
McGehee explained that
through covert operations, the
CIA overthrows or supports
foreign governments while
generating .. Intelligence"
justifying these activities.
McGehee related the
Agency's past domestic
operations when it subverted
academics, students, labor
uni_o?~·- !"~l~g_i~~s- _g ro~~s-

According to McGehee, the
the media through CHAOS, a
domestic disidence investiga-· CIA is . not now a central
intelligence agency. As the
ting organization.
.. CHAOS investigated covert action arm of the
anyone not agreeing with the president, the CIA lets him (the
government," McGehee said. President) do whatever he
.. It was the major operation of wants without the people's
agreement.
the era."

~?9-.-.

Ralph McGehee, former CIA agent spoke in the Granite State
~ -o_o ~ ! _u~~~a_y_?i_g~!-(~~~h_y .Co<:>l_i~ge_p~oto)

.. The CIA is more involved in
dispersing intelligence and
putting forth an illusion that
supports policy," McGehee
said.
McGehee explained the
major problem in Central
America is poverty ... The CIA
supports a few people in higher
levels of society and ignores all
the people in lower levels of
society," McGehee said ... They
turn over the assets of the
country to multi-nationa l
corporations. The aim of the
multi-national corporations is
government maintenance by
CIA operations."
In 1977, McGehee's
.. numbers" for retirement came
up. McGehee had held a variety
of jobs in the CIA including
case officer on covert
operations, paramilitary
specialist, liaison officer with
foreign police and intelligence
agencies, and intelligence
·
analyst.
.. When my numbers finally
came up, I gave a shout of joy
and decided to write a book,"
McGehee said ... It took me 3
years to write the book and 2
years to clear it."
McGehee described his 2
year battle with the CIA as he
fought to get his book, word for
word _ through the CIA 's
CIA, page 4

There will be no interruptions in phone service because
the new system uses completely
new lines.

.. Some of the benefits are
that the new system handles
more calls, is easily expandable
and contains costs." Ames said .
.. We have the ability to
implement a variety of new
technology. We can economidata
the
handle
cally
requirement."
The new push-button phones
will replace existing phones in
administrative and educational
buildings.
UNH and American
Telephone and Telegraph·
signed a final contract
September 28 after negotiation with Northern Telecom
broke down before a contract
could be agreed upon.

Purchasing the new system
represents drastic savings for
UNH. While rental rates for
phones would increase by 40
percent, the new system should
stabilize telecommunica tions
costs at 1984 levels for the next
IO years, according to VicePresident for Research and
·
- Financial Affairs Lennard
1
Fisk.
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Greek pledge group
grows this year
By Julie ·colligan
The largest group of men and
women to ever pledge a
fraternity or sorority in UN H's
history gathered in the MU B's
Senate Room for a welcoming
reception 'luesday afternoon.
The reception, sponsored by
the Greek · Senate, included six
speakers from the University:
Jim Sealy, president of
lntrafraternity Council, Diane
Neikam, president of the
Panhellenic Council, John
Davis, student body president,
Tom Colarusso, president of
Greek Senate, Kathleen GildiaDinz-.co,

alcohol educator al

Hood House, and Associate
Dean of Students Bill Kidder.
Each speaker shared their
enthusiasm about the Greek
system at UN H, which is at its
largest population ever, yet
they offered their advice.
Although this is the third
year a reception has been held
for pledges, it is the first year
that there is a mandatory
alcohol
workshop

for each house on campus.
Sealy began the welcome by
telling the 350 pledges the
Greek system "looks forward
to your help in strengthening
UNH's Greek life."
"Being Greek opens many
doors to you, but it won't push
you through. Take advantage
of all the opportunities," he
said.
Sealy cited the success of
Greeks in the United States,
from President Reagan to 80o/c
of the businessmen in the work
force.
Davis furnished the pledges
with ~omc history of the Greek
system at UNH,and he marked
its considerable growth since
the 1970's . From 1980-1984,
there have been an addition of
five fraternities on campus.
"UNH is lucky because the
Greek system is on an upswing
and the University has made a
commitment to the Greeks,"
Davis said.
.
'"Greeks have always been
extremely involved in campus
activities, and this involvement
not only reflects on a student, a
house, but on the university as
a whole," Davis continued.
"Please look at what's
happe~ing and get involved."
Gtld1a-Uinzeo explamed her
new program on alcohol
education for the fraternities
and sororities. She emphasized
responsible decision-making as
the primary focus of her talk,
saying "many people choose to
drink without realizing the
negative effects or understanding some basic information on
alcohol. We will be looking at
the facts, and discuss attitudes
and values concerning
drinking."
Kidder elaboratea on u1ld1aDinzeo's speech by warning the ·
pledges to be aware of their
rights. which were outlined and
passed oul to e:very?_ne:
"You are pnmanty here to
study, so make the best use of
your time and challenge your
chapter if you feel your rights
are being violated," he said.

Introducing The Fastest
Way To Get Cash On Campus.

Indian Head 24.

·

Now you can do
your banking right
on campus-any
time you want*-at
• the Indian Head 24
ATM located in the
UNH Memorial
Union Building.

No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
you can have instant access to
your money without leaving campus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.

.

,

Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANK™ network so
you can use your Indian Head Card ·

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the state-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
already have a POCKETBANK card
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state-ment savings account at any Indian
Head branch. It's that easy.
*Available only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

~

INDIAN HEAD BANK

Growing easier for you.
Member FDIC.

Kidder was clearly excited
about the Greek system, which
"is on the verge of a take-off
point that we haven't seen on
this campus before", but he
said he worries about
scholarship and hazing, and
encouraged the pledges to
stand up for their rights.

---CIA--<continued from page 3)
Publication Review Board.
On March 11, 1983 President
Ronald Reagan issued an
Executive Order that placed
hundreds of thousands of
government employees under
the constraints of the secrecy
agreement. The secrecy
agreement requires government employees to submit all
writings, speeches, and
scholarly works for prepublication censorship, for the rest
of their lives.
"I had no intention of
revealing the identities of
agents or revealing secrets,"
McGehee said. "The CIA
. couldn't tolerate the truth."

PAGE FIVE
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Gro up push es disa rma men t
By Ed Garland
Albert Einstein once said,
.. The unleashed power of the
atom has changed everything
save our modes of thinking and
we thus drift toward unparalled
catastrophe. " ·
Einstein's quote was the
message behind a speech by
Anne Schultz, professor of

Internationa l Studies at Clark
University, Tuesday, at 7:30
p.m. at Smith Hall. The words
appeared on a placard placed
next to the speaker.
Schultz, along with Gene
Richeson, a member of the
Portsmouth -based organization World Without War
lectured on nuclear disarma~

FRIDAY: October 12

ment.
.. We abolished slavery when
the time was right," Schultz
said ... We can abolish war, but
we don't have much time."
•·Beyond War," a pamphlet
available at the speech, defends,
h~r argument , stating
SCHULTZ, page 15
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Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

( 603) 868-5584

SOCCER: Women vs. Connecticut, Death Vall~y Field, 3:30 _p.m.
NH _INTERNAT IONAL SEMINAR SERIES: .. The Brazilian
Foreign Debt: A View from the Other Side," Maria Helena Moreira
Alves. Forum Room. Dimond Library, 4 p.m.

HOCKEY: Men vs. W. Michigan, Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
WORKING: A musical from the book by Studs Terkel. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY , October 13
NICHE COFFEEHOU SE: The Niche is an entertainment
alternative on UN H campus, featuring live entertainment every
Saturday evening; coffees, teas, and baked goods, and an informal
atmosphere.· Free admission. Devine Ground Floor Lounge, 8 p.m.
HOMECOMI NG PARADE: Huddleston Hall,11 a.m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Rhode Island, Memorial Field
•
noon
TENNIS: Women vs. Rhode Island, Field House courts, noon
FOOTBALL: Men vs. Bucknell. I ewio; Field . I pm
HOCKEY: Men vs. W. Michigan, Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
WORKING: A musical from the book by Studs Terkel. Johnson
·
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

*The North Face
*Pata gonia / Choui nard
*Roya l Robbi11s
*CB Sport s

SUNDAY, October 14
SEVENTH ANNUAL HOMECOMI NG ROAD RACE, 9 a.m.
1\1USO FILM: .. Entre Nous," Strafford Room, MUB. 7&~:30 p.m.
SCOPE & MUS9 CONCERT: John Cafferty and the B~aver
Brown Band ( Eddie and The Cruisers). Granite State Room Mu B
'
'
8 p.m. Students $6; General $9

MONDAY, Qctober 15

Specializing in Quality Camping, Backpack ing
and Technical Rock Climbing Equipme nt
Cross Country Ski Equipme nt
and Great Outdoor Clothing.

LECTU RE:_"Problem s in French-Ameri can Communicati ons, The
French National Character," Professor Laurance Wylie. Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m.
WORKSHOP : Exploring Career Options and Finding Career
Information . Hanover Room, MU B. 6-7:30 n.m.
JAZZ SERIES: "Doc & Hutch." backed by- the new TJS Quartet,
several generations of jazz professionals interact. Strafford Room,
MU B. 8 p.m. Students $2.50: General $3.50

Hours: Mon.-Th 9-5::J0pm

TUESDAY, October 16
HOCKEY: Men vs. Maine, Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.

Fri. 9-9:00pm. Sat. 9-5:00pm

(located in the Mill Road Plaza at the opposite end from Burger King)

WORKSHOP : Communicati on Techniques for Secretaries. NEC. 9
. a.m. - 4 p.m.
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COOL AID
-----_~"So meon e to talk to"------862- 2293

·5 p.m.- midn ight
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OfilE{QOfilI1)J5~i~1984
Thursday, October 11
Bonfire, 7 p.m .. Lower Quad, Pep Band and Cheerleaders
Friday, October 12_
Medieval Mirth. 8 p.m .. Alumni Center

Basem ent Schofi eld
House
Anywhe re in New Hampsh ire
800-582-7341

Saturday, October 13
Road Race. 9 a.m .. Lot A. 7:30 a.m. Check-in
Parade. 10:45 a.m., Main Street, Marching ~and and Floats
Women's Field Hockey vs URI. Noon
Football Game vs Bucknell, I p.m .. Cowell Stadium. Cheering Contest
Pilgrim's Rest. 4 p.m .. Alumni Center

OCT OBER 11,12 & 13
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL
OFFICIALS NEEDED: Departm e nt of
Recreational Sports has paid positions open. Call
862-2031 for more information.
BASKETBALL ROSTERS DUE: 3 on 3 ½ court
· basketball rosters due Monday , October 15 in
Room 151, Field House. Celtics tickets for winner
and runner-up teams. For more information , call
862-2031, Department of Recreational Sports.

RECREATIONAL SKATING: Sponsored by
. Department of Recreational Sports. Beginning
Monday, October 8. Monday, Wednesday,
. Friday, noon to I p~m, Mondays and Wednesdays,
open skating: Fridays, stick practice, helmets and
gloves required .

CAREER
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Monday,
October 15, Table, Balcony, Memorial Union, 1:30
to 3:30 p .m .

EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS AND
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION :
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement '.
Monday, October 15, Hanover Room, Memorial
~ion, 6 to 7:30 p.m .
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Tuesday, October 16, Forum Room,
Library, noon.

RELAX'N SCRUBS
JUDO CLUB MEETING: New membe rs
welcome, $20 semester fee . Tuesday and Thursday ,
Wrestling Ro-om , Field House , 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

LINDA WORSTER CONCERT: Sponsored by
Catholic Student Organization. Linda is an
internationally acclaimed folk singer who has
played backup for such bands as . Johnathan
Edwards , David Bromberg, and Harry Chapin .
Saturday, October 20, Catholic Student Center, 6
Madbury Road, Durham , 8 p.m. Admissi·o n is $3.
Tickets at Catholic Student Center office and
MU B Ticket office.
BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING : Important
meeting for · all interested. Information on
semester's activities. Monday, October 15 , Room
19, Spaulding, no·on .

A (·v,

Experience
comforttrue
\
(
i
',
~
and
movement
of
freedom
'
. /
for all those relaxing things
'you do in
·

AUTHENTIC SURGICAL SCRUBS
Ren:rsihk • 50 1ii cotton 50 1; ; pol y • Draw-string pants • Pockeb.
Available in Hlue • Jade Green• Cranberry• Brown• XS . S. M. L XI..
Tops $14 • Pants $16 • Post Hand $3.50 • Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery .
Mail order form or to place credit card orders. call 703-644-5798 .
EVERGREEN ENTERPRISES • P .O. Bo x 2311 . Springfield .
Virginia ·22152 ·

HEALTH
NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
COUNSELING SERVICE: By appointment and
minimum fee , sponsored by Human Nutrition
Center. Provides complete nutritional assessment
of dietary habits. Call 862-1704 for more
information.
EATING DISORDER PEER SUPPORT
GROUP: Spons.ared by Health Services. Forthose
suffering from any concerns and stresses related to
their eating patt_e rns·. Thursdays, Library, Hood
House, 6:30 p.m.

PRODUCTION & SECURITY
MEETING
FRIDAY, OCT. 12, 1984
-6:30Strafford Room

GENERAL
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SENATOR LEO LESSARD INFORMATION
TABLE: ~sponsored by Democratic Student
Organization. Friday, October 12, Monday,
October 15, Tuesday, October 16, Memorial
Union, noon to I :30 p.m.
HANG GLIDING FILM: Sponsored by New
Hampshire Outing Club. Films of actual training
and flying associated with the hang gliding trip on
October 19-21 to be shown by Morningside
Recreation Area. Monday, October 15 ,
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union 7 p .m .
AIESEC MEETING: Tuesday , October i6, Room
212, McConnell, I p.m .
HANG GLIDING: Sponsored by New Hampshire
Outing Club. Join the club on a 2 day O~t. 19_-21
hang gliding trip , Claremont, N . H. Stop in office ,
Room 129, Memorial Union for more
information .
AEGIS ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS: AEGIS,
the student magazine for fiction and poetry, is
accepting submissi.ons. Poems and stories should
be typed , and include name, address, phone
number. Deadline, Monday, October 15. Sent to
Student Press, Room 153, Memorial Union.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: Help plan events of semester or find
out more about what's happening. We do more
than pray. Tuesday, October 16, Catholic Student
Center, 7 p.m.

RALLY FOR PEACE ANDSOCIALJUSTICE:
Sponsored by Coalition for Disarmament and
Peace/ DSO. Speakers will include political
candidates as well as authorities on issues of peace
and social justice. Saturday, October 13, Lawn,
Thompson Hall, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m .

• Everyone. interested in working either position
for Santana concert, Nov. 3, please attend!

STUDY SKILLS AND EXAM TAKING
STRATEGIES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Center. Presented by
TASK, learn more efficient study habits and
effective test taking methods. Wednesday, October
17, Underwood House, 8 to 9 a .m.
BRIDGES FOR PEACE PROGRAM TALK :
Sponsored by Coalition for Disarmament and
Peace. Bridges for Peace Program of US / USSR
citizen exchanges . Speaker Reverend Greg
Marshall, Norwich, Vermont, Bridges for Peace
Group. Monday, October 15 , Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 p.m.
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND
PEACE DISCUSSION - WORKSHOP: Displa y
of material pertaining to nuclear arms race:
workshop on peace group organizing, led by Arnie
Alpert of AFSC, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.ober
16, ·carroll Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
BENEFIT DANCE FOR A SAFER WORLD:
Sponsored by Coalition for Disarmament and
Peace. Multi media festival featuring Nashua. All
proceeds will go to furthering educatioo and
awareness on issues of peace, disarmament and the
threat of nuclear war. Sunday, October 21, PUB:
Memorial Union, 8 a . m. Admission is $3.

U.S. Route 1,
Portsmouth, N.H . .

436-1808
Th e CHINESE LION, unlike its competitors ,
has its owners doing the cooking personally.
Paul was the head chef at the South Wind Restaurant
in Rochester for years . After he left th ere he opened
up the China Palace Restaurant in Rochester
for 1 5 years . He has since trained his brotherin-law,Keung to-Gook oriental cuisine in the
best tradition. Paul has been in the restaurant
business since 1946. Together he and Keung
have over 50 years experience . The cooks
in most other Chinese restaurants are merely
novices compared to them.

VISIT THE CHINESE LION AND TASTE
THE DIFFERENCE. THEY PUT THAT
SPECIAL TOUCH INTO IT.
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Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham

October 11-13
and 18-20 at 8 p.m.
October 17 at 2 p.m.
Preview: October 10 at 8 p.m.
General: $5
UNH students, employees/alumni; and senior citizens: $4
Previews: $1

Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package-N~ England Center Restaurant
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Joravsky
explains
Darwin

--------------------CLASS RING SALES

PAGE SEVEN

PART TIME DELIVERY PEOPLE Must have vehicle.
Needed for afternoo~s.
$4.00 plus transportation . allowance. Call the
PORTSMOUTH HERALD at 436-1800 and ask for Mr.

By Julie Hanauer
Darwinism, the basis of
much of biological science,
caused major upheavals · in
society when it was first
introduced, upheavals that
didn't culminate until World
War II.
· Darwinism is •The great
19th century discovery of the
law of biological evolution,"
said David Joravsky yesterday
in this year's first Elliott
Lecture

on

Wednesday and Thursday

CONTACT LENS
SPECIALISTS

October 17-18
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Memorial Union Building
$10.00 Deposit

Evolution.

Joravsky, a professor of history
at Northwestern University is ·
the author of The Lvsenko
AJJ'air, a detailed accQunt of
how the Russian scientist
Lysenko was able to hold
Russian science at a standstill
for . 30 years by contorting
Darwin's genetic principles to
make Stalin believe they were
anti-Marxist.
Charles Darwin's book, The
Origin of Species, published in
1850, made palatable the theory
that man and all nature is
descended from life forms that
have adapted over the years for
survival.
When Origin of Species and
later Descent of Man.Darwin's
second book, appeared, many
people were forced to question
their belief in the Creationist

-

--------------------Sponsored by.SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY

TH£ PER f£CTL Y
D£l1C10VS GlfT

-Largest selection of contact lenses in area
-Same day service on most soft lenses
-Eye examinations
-In office lab for complete optical service
- Large selection of frames
- Vuarnet Sunglasses

Available in $5.00 and $3.00 amounts.
Open Monday-Friday 11 :00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday noon-11 p.m.

Drs. Alie & Menard
Optometrists

tJ$rACll

EB

GIFT CERTIFICATE

Dover Hours : Mon. Thurs : Fri 9-5
Tues 9-6 Weds . and Sat. 9-12

Mgr. _ _
Date _ _

SPEECH, page 9

Jenkins Court. Durham. N.H.
868-1012
Durham Hours:
Mon .. Tues, Thurs . Fri. 9-5

476 Central Ave .. Dover. N.H .
.742-5719

FOR$ _ __

IN
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Hotel 667 presents:
GOURMET DINNER I ... .

'

COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER
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MEDIATOR,•
A person who serves as an intermediary
to reconcile differences

on
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THE UNH MEDIATION
PROJECT INVITES
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All interested Faculty, Staff, and Students
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To Observe a Simulated Mediation Session
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UNH MEDIATION PROJECT, SERVICE OF DIVISION OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS
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Being held in the MUB GRANITE STATE
ROOM on OCT 26th & 27th. Tickets on sale
Monday, Oct 15th at the MUB Ticket Office.
Price per ticket - $15.95.
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-CONCERT<continued from page 1)

Rodeo in the MU B Pub but
now the band has signed with a
major record label.
"Today, we couldn't
consider booking Rubber
Rodeo but stijdents had a
chance to see them here while
they were still relatively
unknown," Wright said.
Stroup thinks the Pub
should be especially attractive
to people under 20 who can't
get into bars downtown.
·•we try to introduce
freshman and sophomores to
the Pub right from the
beginning," Stroup said. ••we
started this year by scheduling
the band Crossfire and a couple
of Monty Python movies which
always dra w a big l:tuwll."
.. Students should realize
there's always something going
on in the MUB. This year we
have ads and posters informing
students of what's appearing in
the Pub," Stroup said.
In an effort to improve
attendance, MU SO is putting
tickets for their shows on sale in
advance of the performance
according to Stroup.
••1f advance ticket sales are
sluggish , indicating a poor turn
out for the show, we'll increase
our promotional efforts , "
Stroup said.
MUSO already has weekly
posters and ads informing
students of shows on the
weekends. WUNH also gives a
band a lot more of airplay the
night of the performance.
··1f students just give the Pub
a chance, I think they'll be
surprised with what we have to
offer," Wright said .

Custom
T-Shirt
Printing

~JrcusicMcutm

PUINTI!ii

(603) 431-8319

436-1808

T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY T's
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS
& TOTES

Now accepting reservations
for Christmas Parties fo·r
20 to 300 people
Entertainment this Fri. and Sat.
Mr.Guy and the 3 piece band

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 03801

. Interested in Becoming a Member
of
Pl MU EPSILON
MATH HONOR SOCIETY
UNH Chapter? _

Earn your Credits
Abroad
Join th e tl1 o usands of stud e nts wh o hav e

t! cllTW d

colleg e cr f: cf,t s

c rud y ,n g ~•ur on d in CCJS p,-09r ~ n1 s

Aff o rdabl e, quality progr ams w,til Finan c ia l Aid Av a ilabl e

Come to an informal meeting Tuesday
October 16th at 7 p.m. in
Kingsbury Room M316.
See Maureen in the Math office for a list of
requirements for membership. You don't
need to be a Math major!

•England
• Israel
• Ireland
•German)'
•Spain
•Italy
•Denmark
•Egypt
•Switzerland
•Mexico ·
•Canada
•France

Sprmg Se m es ter in Dublin

Institute for Irish Studies
12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
at Trinit)' College
Dublin

Dr . John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

. COLLEGE CONSORTllJM FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES
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Jlr.HOUSE
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents
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HOMECOMIN G IS AT THE NIP

FRIDAY
OLDIES NIGHT
with GARY BOISSE
10¢ Cover - over 25 only 5¢ cover
(positive ID required)

Room 7L Dei,ine 11 a ll
October 12, 8-12 p.m.
Funded by PFO
Free Admission

SATURDAY
TAILGATE AT THE NIP
OPEN 10:00 a.m.
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from page 2)
· step ... the parts all lead to a
related highway fatalities.
"How are we to pay for this great sum."
Lessard said by raising the
in terms of human suffering?"
drinking age "we're looking for
he asked.
a symbol and 21-year-olds are
"If the student population of the unfortunate targets."
"I wish parents would take
UN H (about 12,000) reflected
the national death figure, every
student would be dead within
six months ... so raising the
drinking age to 21 is just one
measure New Hampshire could
take," Skorko said.

their children, sit them down at
the kitchen table and teach
them how to drink properly ...
just in the same fashion they
teach them how to drive,"
Lessard said.
Although he did not

advocate this position, he said,
"I'm willing to bet if the
drinking age for beer and wine
were eliminated, at least half of
the bars in Durham would go
out of business."
Kelley, agreeing with

Lessard's position on
government, said education
alone is not enough, "we need a
constructive focus ... on benefits
as well as deterrence ... not to
have rammed down our throats
(by the government)."

The topic of raising the
drinking age raised questions
about governmental ethics.

THEB

"We pledged not to raise our
drinking age until Maine and .
VPrmont did ... but now the
Federal government will
withold $9 million over a two
year period unless we change
( the age}," Lessard said.
Goober said he didn't believe
the government should have to
make states chan,ge their
drinking age, "but it's a

-SPEEC H~
(continued from page 7)
theories they grew up with,
their belief in God, and their
·
place in life.
Other politicians and
scientists distorted Darwin's
survivalist theory to promote
racism and the superiority of
one social class over another.
The German scientist, Ernst
Haeckel, for instance, used
Darwin's theories to promote
the superiority of the
aristocratic class. He believed
'"The superior types squeeze
out the inferior types,"
J oravsky said. These theories
and the social unrest they
added to finally erupted in
World War II. Hitler's ideology
that the aryan race was
superior was a "mad pastichex
he picked up from reading
pamphlets and the ·po-pular
press," Joravsky asserted.
After ·the 'horrors of W or~d
war 11, a1scuss10n of Darwin
and evolution died down, but
"the issue is not over and done
with yet," Joravsky asserts.
Poets and philosophers also
debated man's origin and later
Darwin's ideology. Robert
Frost and Alfred Lord
Tennyson wrote poems, "In
Memoriam" and "The Lesson
For Today" respectively which
reflected on evolution as a "vast
process of nature," J oravsky
said in reading from
Tennyson's poem.
The philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche, Joravsky said,
asserted that "After Darwin,
any cons·ideration of good and
evil is senseless. You can only
talk about the function of
human belief in good or evil."
The Elliott Lectures on
Evolution series began last fall
and is now in its second year.
Max Fisch, the historian and
philosopher, will be the next
speaker, scheduled for Nov. I0.
He will discuss Charles Sanders
Pierce, the American founder
of · pragmation and will
examine the American reaction
to Darwinism. Well-known
Harvard scientist Stephen Jay
Gould, Ralph S. Wolfe, Lynn
Margulis and Nobel Prize
winner James D. Watson are
scheduled to speak next
semester. The series concludes
in May.

Music for UNH Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Much of our lives revolves around music. We listen to it, dance to it, even exercise to it. For the past
decade, Bose has brought the excitement of live performances into homes around the world.
It all began with a 12-year research program in acoustics at MIT under the direction of Dr. Bose. This
led to the formation of Bose Corporation. And, four years later, to the
design of the 901 Direct/Reflecting® speaker system-now the most
highly reviewed speaker, regardless of size or price.
The founders of Bose, all from the field of science, decided that Bose
would reinvest 100 percent of its earnings back into the corporation to
maintain the research that was responsible for the birth of the 901
loudspeaker. This has resulted in a complete line of speakers suited for
every listening taste and every budget.
The New 101 Music Monitor.

And now, the company
which owes its origin to university research is proud to
bring the products of this research directly to the university community.
Through a unique program, our complete line of stereo
speakers is available to students, faculty, and staff
directly from Bose.

•

It's well known that the loudspeaker, more than any other
component, determines the quality of music you hear
from your stereo system. So whether you're buying your
first system or upgrading your present one, the path to
better sound is through better loudspeake_rs.

Bose Direct/Reflecting®Speaker Systems.

Your student representative will be happy to give you full
details of the program and lend you a pair of Bose
speakers so that you can hear the difference in your
own listening room.
Let's hear from you. We like talking fo people who
enjoy music.
UNH Student Representatives:
Jeff Coleman 868-97 49
Peter Hauck 868-5519

BOSE ®

• Available only at selected colleges and univers1t1es
Covereo biJ patent nghts issued and/or pending © Copyright 1984 by Bose Corporation
All rights reserved

Better sound through research.
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Editorial
Pledgin g blind 3:llegiance
Currently running on television is a
commerciaI sponsored by the Republicans
about voting. The commercial is well made but
objectionable.
The problem is not which party sponsored it
but the content of the commercial. In brief it
encourages people to vote Republican.
Granted this is the party's job, but is it ethical
to ~sk people to vote for someone just because

he/ she is a Republican or a Democrat?
The ad encourages people not to investigate
candidates on their relative merits or previous
service. It tells people to simply align
themselves with a party and blindly follow it.
This idea is closely linked to the idea of

having one lever in voting machines that will
allow you to vote a straight party ticket. The
times are too complicated for this kind of
simplistic voting.
Americans are disillusioned about our
political process. This may be a valid sentiment
but it stems directly from people taking the
easy way out at election time. Voting a straight
µa1 ty tid~. c:t fu1 dtlttr party is selling the idea of
free elections down the river. It just is not the
responsible way to approach an election
because it perpetuates political ignorance.
Take for example the person who is a loyal
democrat. There is a high likelihood that he
will vote for the democratic candidate for

president. If this person votes a straight ticket
then he will probably not even research the
candidates for the other offices on the ballot.
Perhaps if he did then he would find out facts
about those candidates that would make him
think twice about voting for them.
There ·is no iog1cai reason for even having a
k:vc:r on the voting machmes to aJlow a straight
party vote. It is there for one reason; the selfish
nature of both parties. They want the
electorate to remain as ignorant as possible.
Thus they can more easily sway the votes of
unwary citizens. Don't be a political party
sheep, vote your conscience.

Letters
known; EXERCISE IT!
Scott P. Lounsbury

Bikes

~rop-aganda

Jesus
To the Editor: ·
As a moderate conservative,
feel I have a duty to my moderate
and conservative peers to speak Tot-he Editor:
In reference to the advertiseout against the cold shoulder
which I feel you have been giving ment on page twenty of your
to people of non-liberal frames of October 9th issue, I am surprised
mind (yes, there are some on to see that such a bias statement is
campus who are not liberal; I worthy of print in The New
Hampshire, regardless of the
would venture to say there is an
even 50-50 split). In your Tuesday profitability of the advertisement
issues are editorials by a certain itself.
William Smith who does not seem
I am sure that President Gordon
to write about anything else except
Haaland would take offense to the
the ways he feels our government, advertisement's
wordage "Jesus
under the current administration, Christ is
Lord of UNH," if not
is lacking. Last Tuesday, I opened taken in
proper context.
my "New Hampshire" to the
At the risk of sounding trivial,
editorial page to read how our the phrase "of UN H"
indicates that
President has been lying to us for the University
is run solely under
so long. Is there nothing positive the rule of Jesus Christ. To this
I
to be said'!
especially take offense, as would
Personally, I've had it! As a · other denominations
of religion, as
school newspaper, you have a religion
is a personal preference
DUTY to truthfully represent the separate
from academic studies at
ideas of the ENTIRE campus- a UNH.
Thus, such a strong
newspaper whicb does not statement
promotes prejudice
represent its people is not a between
not only this specific
newspaper, but a vehicle for
religious group and other religious
propaganda. I am a moderate groups, but also between
itself and
Republican; I will vote (and very the University
System.
proudly) for Ronald Reagan and
George Bush come this November
Finally any future, prospective
6. I feel slighted in the fact that my student would certainly think
views have not been represented twice about the University's
whe're it is your duty to do so.
permissibility of expression, which
I do not mean that you should . in turn could hurt the University
get each· individual's political ideas itself.
and publish them, I mean that you
Maria Madden
should run two editorials: one by
Bill Smith, and one by an equally
competent Conservative about
equally controversial issues. Equal
time is. I believe, the correct term.
This do I demand! (And no, last
Tuesday's editorial "Reviewed
Again" does not qualify as a
To the Editor:
conservative ed1tona1; that was
I would just like to take this
merely a weak pica not to bring
suit against your school newspaper opportunity to thank the Durham
for unethical practices.) New Testament Church for their
In conclusion:
I feel that a insightful ad which read "Jesus
school newspaper is the oniy way Christ is Lord of UN H." It was
an outsider such as the Manchester extremely helpful as I thought the
Union Leader can judge political University had commissioned
· views on campus. Conservatives of someone else to fill this honorary
the Campus Unite!!! We must tell position. May the Lord of
the Union Leader that UN H is no whatever religion you belong to be
more a "hotbed of liberalism"than with you. For all Atheists, peace.
Peter Speigel
is Manchester itself! We have a
, and Dan Carr
right to make our political views

•

To the Editor:
In last · Friday's The New
Hampshire there appeared a letter
by Thomas R. Lawrence
concerning bicycle riding-specifically the status of bicycle
riders. He stated that bicycle riders
are not that far removed from
pedestrians, and that laws that
pertain to cars should not have any
bearing on people who ride bikes.
Well, guess what! The minute
you mount your bicycle, your feet
are no longer touching the
pavement, i.e. you are no longer a
pedestrian. You are now riding a
machine which travels much faster
than the average pedestrian- can
move , therefore the situations you
may encounter can be verx
different from those faced by a
pedestrian.
This speed difference brings me
to my first point: the law that says
that bikes shall not be ridden on
the sidewalk. though it may seem
like a good idea to ride on the
sidewalk in order to avoid major
detours (riding on the Main Street
sidewalk towards campus, for
example), it really is not, as serious
accidents can occur. For instance,
let's say that a student, Mark, is
pedaling .his bike on the sidewalk
past Jodi's. Across the street, a
friend of his yells at him,and Mark
turns to face him. He shouts
something back, then faces
forward again, only to see a group
of people taking up the width of
the sidewalk directly in front of
him. POW--he hits somebody! I
think that it's generally agreed that
more damage can result from a
bicycle / pedestrian collision than
from a pedestrian / pedestrian
collisio·n. So how can Mr.
Lawrence put bicycles in the same
class as pedestrians'!
Here's another argument: if, as
the law dictates, bicycle riders
should follow the same rules of the
road as car drivers, then they
should use hand signals when
changing direction. Docs Mr.
Lawrence use signals or get into
changing lanes for turns. or does
he consider these an infringement
upon his "personal declaration for
independence'!" To see how useful
hand signals can be. put )Ourself in

the car driver's place. As far as I that an argument for having bike
know, there are no telepathic car riders follow traffic rules (" ... a
drivers. How are they to know
person must be protected from
when bike riders are going to turn
himself.") could be extended to say
except if they use hand signals? '-'The end justifies the means," or
Again, let's say that our friend
"Society is more important than
Mark is on Main Street near Tindividual rights," and even "Our
Hall and, like all good bike riders,
government can do no wrong."
is riding on the right side of the
You know. I\·e always considered
road. But he is going to Stoke to
myself to be a reasonably bright
visit his buddy, so he cuts across
person, but I just can't see how
the road onto Garrison Avenue.
these extensions have an) thing to
That's three lanes of traffic that
do with the first quote. Sure,
Mark has to deal with. How are the
people have to be protected from
car drivers to know that he's
themselves (their own stupidity'!).
turning'!
but the laws also protect other
Oh, I'm sorry. In the last
people: pedestrians. car drivns,
paragraph I seem to have made the
even skateboarders, roller skaters,
assumption that bike riders always
and roller skiers. If anybody would
ride on the right side of the road. , like to try to convince me that that
But I'm forgetting that pedestrians
is a bad idea and that protecting
don't have to walk on the right
people is on a par with destroying
side, so why should bike riders
individuality, please get in touch.
have to ride there'! I have seen bike
Oh, just in case you're
riders ride on the left side of twowondering, I too am a bicycle rider
way roads, directly in the face of
who, incidentally, follows the rules
oncoming traffic. That makes no
of the road, uses turn signals , and
sense to me, especiaIJy since traffic
firmly believes that " ... a state edict
patterns and laws are geared
can make bicycle riding equivalent
towards people who drive (ride) on
to driving a car."
the right side.
Laura Mancuso
Mr. Lawrence stated in his letter
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University Forum
RA's: First

•
Ill

Just last year, March to be exact, at a reputable
university in Boston, tragedy struck. A ~reshman
student was running down the hallway stairs of one
of the five residence halls. Her destination is
unimportant.. .she never reached it. She tripped and
took a bad fall down one flight of stairs . Seeing the

accident another freshman did what all students
are urged to do: get the RA . The RA came rushing
to the scene. She was a very competent RA,
however her first aid skills were less than adequate.
She tried to lift the victim; breaking the first
commandment of first aid training. She wasn't
thinking? No. She wasn't trained. The fate o[ the
victim? Well, now unfortunately, she 1s a
quadrapelegic.
The RA 'shave certain roles in the residence halls.
We all know what these roles are, I needn't mention
them. The one problem I see (along with a lot of
concerned students and staff) is the fact that the
""higher-ups" 1n Residential Life feel it is
inappropriate and unnecessary for RA 's to have
first aid training. Is it budget? No. Training costs a
mere six dollars per person. Is it time? No. It only
takes five-seven hours to be adequately trained in
basic fundamental and practical skills. What is it then?

First Aid?

By -Stei,en M. Gold

"In a recent phone conversation with Scott Chesney,
Associate Director of Residential Life, I was informed that it
would take _several accidents to convince him that first aid
training was a necessity ... Unfortunately, he was serious."

Some may think it's ignorance, but I personally
am baffled. In a recent phone conversation with
Scott Chesney, Associate Dir~ctor of Residential
Life, I was informed that it would take several
accidents to convince him that first aid training was
a necessity. '"It would take more than one incident
to _convince me," he said. Unfortunately, he was
serious.
Well university community, do we have to find
volunteers to have accidents? Would this convince
Residential Life?

,

The ~gnorance where decisions are being made is
saddening and frustrating. The implications of
these decisions are frightening. Thank you for your
attention, and hey, let's be careful out there ... we
can't afford to be injured!

Steven Gold is a senior Physical Education major.

Cari~g About UNH

Prohibition: The Next Step

By Chris Fauske .

By Maureen O'Neil

worrying about UNH. He is knocking
on doors the rest of the day, but he's ·
, not sorry about being at UNH during
lunch.
Someone tells him the reason Wally
Johnson, his opponent, will not debate
him is because, "He says government
has been your hobby for IO years.You
know more about it than he does."
"You bet l do," the candidate says
27 is the median age for those
smiling. Then, thinking about a
involved in accidents. Perhaps, they
Johnson victory, and what that would
suggest, a couple of key republicans
mean for UNH, "they'd eat him
could be persuaded to promote such a
(Johnson) alive up there (in
bill. That, they think, might get
Concor.d) ."
students involved.
He explains the funding for UN H's
- latest dorm buildings that he helped
The candidate trying to get reget through the legislature. The State
elected knows better. Last time there
of New Hampshire refused to allow a
was talk of raising the drinking age, he
governmental bond to be issued on
hardly heard a peep from UNH
UN H's behalf. because of what that
students.
would do to the state budget. So he
They'd complain after it was raised
found a quasi-governmental bonding
someone suggests. Yes, he ~ays you'd
authority and got the claims banning
hear a lot after the event. Students are
USN H from using that authority
good at compla_ining, he agrees. .
removed by an act.
Still, year after year, he keeps
Which freed up the money UNH
coming back to UNH, and keeps
needed. "It's a matter,"he savs, "not of
telling people UNH counts a lot. A hell
finding more money, but of knowing
of a lot.
how to get what's there."
It's hard not to be heartened by a
The place means much to the State
man
who sits at a table in the MU B
of New Hampshire and it would be
and talks to people who pass because
nice, he thinks, if someone woke up to
"This place is important."
that fact.
It's nice to feel wanted.
He's running a snange campaign,
It's
just a little distressing, too, to see
when viewed from the outside. He's a
him ask, so often, how to get people
liberal legislator who knows his way
caring. He's been trying for IO years,
around in Concord, and the
and he should know better than most,
Republicans want him out. His
opponent says ·all the right things, but _ but he's still searching.
He'll _go on trying, he says, because
ref uses to debate. Which doesn't
he,
Leo Lessard, knows UN H is
surprise the incumbent.
important.
His campaign tactics appear strange
because, received wisdom has it , he
( ·1iri., /-1111.1/"• \ cu/1111111 <1/J/)('Or., ead1 Fridar.
. should be knocking on doors aP<i not -You might have seen him sitting
outside the MU B cafeteria during
lunch hour. He's trying to get reelected and, unlike almost every other
candidate ; he's taking UNH seriously.
Yet, he asks what can be done to get
students interested. The other
candidate sitting next to him suggests
raising the drinking age to 25 or 27.

This week is alcohol awareness
With the raised age, people will only
week. Hopefully, by now people are
want alcohol more because it will be
aware of alcohol. It exists as part of
even more out of reach.
society, always has and always will.
But, they probably won't be able to
Another thing people should be
get it; not even the 21-year-olds. That's
aware of is that raising the drinking . the possible picture at a small college
age will not solve any current
town like UNH.
problems we have with alcohol.
Only seniors will be able to go to
Nick's, Catnip, and other bars.
First it's 20 years old, then 2 I. What
will be next, prohibition? People will ---- Attendance will be cut in half.
On the bright side, students will be
still drink regardless of the minimum
able to get seats at these usually
age or even if there is no alcohol.
crowded bars. Or, they could be sitting
And who is deciding all this? Stuffy
on the sidewalks Saturday nights since
congressmen who go out to the
the bars will probably have to close.
Washington D.C. bars and have five
If New Hampshire doesn't pass the
martinis while trying to pick up
new drinking age they will lose federal
prostitutes.
highway funds. How fair is it that the
Will it solve the real problem of
government is intervening in state
driving while intoxicated? Probably
affairs? '
not. Maybe Congress should rnise the
New Hampshire will probably lose
driving age.
more money from the lack of liquor
Last winter at home, I saw middlesales. People will begin having bathtub
aged people stumble out of a
gin parties to celebrate the coming
restaurant lounge, get into their cars,
prohibition.
and smash into snowbanks.
Maybe the drinking age should be
fifty.

Maureen O 'Neil'.I column appears e;ch Friday.

~
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--------NUCLEAR------~
(continued from page 3)
throw weight, and yield. In
conclusion Guertner said, ""The
US Government is like fuedal
kings at war with each other on
these variables."
Thompson believes there is
no tech_!!~caL ~oJution--: but~ a,

political resolution.
The attitude is such that if
Russians have it we can too and
this works the other way also.
Each side is boastful and with
misplaced zeal decreases
securitv._Thomo_sonjiaid_. __

The· Soviets ·will match us.
With insecurity on both sides it
is extrememly ·difficult to reach
agreement. ""What drives us? ls
it stupidity?" asked Thompson.
With a little courage politically
we can slow down .the arms race
and achieve stability.
Werner believes there is no
technical answer but a rational
solution with political
implications .
He said he feels there are
only three possibilities that
may result from the arms race:
arms race continues, we die in
holocaust or disarmamen~
It is clearly impractical for
the Russians to drop a bomb on
us. according to Werner, they
need our wheat, by killing us
they poison their environment
also.

If the US was destroyed the
world would go into deep
depression. The Russians were
scared we would attack them so
they took buffer states, Werner
said. After WWII there was a
balance of power. It was so
stable that it prevented war
between US and USSR.
Koch on the other hand said
he believes the nuclear arms
race, though building in some
ways, has prevented a war. The
weapons are not meant to be
used but they give us a feeling
Qf securit~: .

·;:;: :;~mR~r ,~Ill~ In~ s~ ii ti~ l:ii sln~t~r~s lij191 l■ltli r
f!!'tllt1:••mtr~l~!f!Sef !l~~t~•• r;>:ri~!!••~r~••f:9llif"l~t~t,tlnem~n~~~~t1;••••••••·.· ....
I•!c:>•it:x~,~t@~t1$~~•
•,e !c:> • ~~l••8rn•••••lm~~1m~:,••~1~·.·~'~Ii~····'=\=!/''
. . ,.
. ....
. <;>:f Q\.l9li~;!tilttif'Pg11 t<t®~lltt
. .· .
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IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR SYSTEM FROM AND HAVE IT INSTALLED
BYTWEETER, WE DOUBLETHE LENGTH OF THE REGULAR
MANUFACTURERS.' WARRANTIES.
Alpine 7150 cassette receiver with auto reverse.
Reg. $160
$139
Alpine 7162 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuning, auto seek, auto reverse . Reg. $250

$219
Alpine 7263 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuning, auto reverse, built-in 16-watt-perchannel amp. Reg. $299
$279

Alpine 3023

7-band graphic equalizer with
built-in 18-v,:att-per-channel amp. Reg. $150 $139

All Alpine Car Speakers
25% Off Regular Prices!
20% Off All Kenwood
Car Speakers In Stock
Special Kenwood Buy We got a great deal on
factory re-packaged car speakers from Kenwood:
KFC-121 S" dual-cones. Reg. $39
$15. pr.

=

Yamaha YCS-400 4" dual-cone car speakers.
Reg. $60
$49 pr.
Yamaha YCS-600 6.5-inch two-way speakers
with angled tweeters for better dispersion.
Reg. $100
$79

pr.

Boston Acoustics 741 two-way car speakers
with woofers & tweeters in separate cabinets.
Tweeter can go just about anywhere. Reg. $1 SO
$129 pr.
Boston Acoustics C700 two-way flush-mount
$139 pr.
speakers. Reg. $198
All Demonstrator Nakamichi Car Stereo
Components 30% Off
Yamaha YCS-690 6" x 9" two-way speakers
with angled tweeters for better dispersion.
Nakamichi BX-1 professional-quality home
Reg. $140
$109 pr.
cassette deck (make your own car tapes!) with
Dolby NR.
$259 All In-Stock Pioneer Car
Speakers 30% Off
Nakamichi EX II C-90 cassettes. Reg. $5.40
$2.99 Kenwood KRC-2000 cassette receiver with digNakamichi SX C-90 cassettes. Reg. $6.30 $3.49 ital push-button tuning, auto reverse, ANRC II noise
$199
Nakamichi ZX C-90 cassettes. Reg. $9.00 $5.99 reduction. Reg. $259
Kenwood KRC-3100 cassette receiver with

--UNITS·-(continued from page 3)
Hall RA. "The unit agreement
wasn't really necessary - it
simply put it into writing."
Area I I I coordinator Anne
Miller said, "The reason I feel
good about it, is it reminds
students that these places
belong to them."

LEARN
BARTEND INO

~

digital push-button tuner, auto seek, ANRC II NR.
Reg. $300
$229

For Free Brochure

Kenwood KRC-626 removable cassette
receiver. Unit easily pulls out of dash for safe storage
in trunk. Digital tuner, Dolby TM B&C noise reduction .
$349
Great unit - very hot. Reg. $480

CALL 659-3718
Master Bartender School
84 Main St.
Newmarket, N. H . 03857

Yamaha YCR-500 cassette receiver with digital
push-button tuner, auto seek, computerized transport, Dolby NR. Reg. $400
$279

Yamaha YCR-700 cassette receiver with digital
KFC-103 4' dual-cones. Reg. $65
KFC-161 6.5" two-ways. Reg. $59
KFC-6920 6" x 9" two-ways. Reg. $99
KFC-6910 6" x 9" three-ways. Reg. $149

$29 pr.
$29 pr.
$45 pr.
$45 pr.

Proton 222 22-watt-per-channel car power amp.
$139
ADS 200cc mini two-way speakers in cabinets.
~$~
$~9~
ADS 300cc mini two-way speakers in cabinets.
Reg. $349
$299 pr.
ADS 3001 two-way flush-mount speakers.
Reg. $269
$229 pr.
ADS 315i two-way flush-mount speakers with
sepa_rate tweeter~. Reg. $319
$279 pr.
ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel car power amp.
Reg. $259
- .
$219
Boston Acoustics 704 4" dual-cone speakers.
Reg. $49.95
$39 pr.

push-button tuner, auto seek, Dolby NR, Yamaha
"Spatial Expansion" circuit. Reg. $480
$339

Yamaha YPA-4OO18-watt-per-channel c~r
power amp with switchable "car acoustics" equalizer circuit. Reg. $200
$169

,Yamaha YPA-800 four-channel car power amp.
40 watts per channel. Can convert to two-channel
$299
amp. Reg. $350

Temporary
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Off ice Support
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs To You

Benzi Boxes make your stereo easily removable
from dash for safe storage.
15% Off
Alpine 8200 auto alarm system.
Just out.
• $399 Installed

POHTS:\10UTH
603-436-1151

HAMPTON
603-926-6787

\ 1A.. N . H .. ~v1 E .
520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700

ablc1
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Arts & Features
Comm on Amer icans worki ng .for Amer ica
Camelia, Micki Grant, Mary
By Diane Mullin
UNH Theater opened its Rodgers, Susan Birkenhead,
1984-85 season Wednesday Steven Schwartz and James
night with a preview of Taylor.
•"Working."
Each actor in the cast plays a
The play ·•s based on Studs variety of roles. The set is a
Terkel's controversial book of simple brick background
straightforward interviews containing three screens on
which slides pertaining to each
with American workers.
The book was adapted into a sequence are flashed.
Against the back wall are a
musical production by Steven
Schwartz, also known for number of simple wooden
"Gods pell," "Pippin," and platforms that the cast
.. Magic Show.,, ::ind Nino F~i:O , members move around to
create crude, ima inar
and contains son s b Crai

such as desks, store counters,
truck cabs and assembly lines.
Elaborate props are not
necessary in "'Working"
because the important element
is the words of the workers.
The play is a moving series of
monologues and dialogues of
everyday American workers. It
is considered one of the concept
musicals of the '70's.
There is an atmosphere of
intimacy between the actors
and the audience

directl

a5

they 5pcak

and candid} · about

their work and lifestyles.
Director Carol Lucha Burns
noted that the cast, whom she
considered young and
inexperienced for these roles,
researched through interviews
with many working people in
the area in order to fully
develop the characterizations.
The result is characters filled
with emotion-and charged with
a sense of reality.
The music also required
~pedal aut:ntion and
inter retation. Musical

Stephanie Vogel, Ross Martineau, and Ge~e Lauze play a varietry of working--people in the UNH Theater production of the
musical Workinl{. It runs October 11-13 and 18-20 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater. (Jennifer Keith photo)

Plung ing Maine waves in a river raft
By Jim Hebert
The rafts approached
.. Magic", a particularly nasty
spot on the Kennebec River,
notorious tor flipping boats ·
over. Because of the low water
level, the guides took the boats
slightly to the side.
The rafters held their breath
and gripped paddles as the boats dived under the foam.
"The moment that you
suddenly plunge downward
and go crashing through the
wave just can't be described,"
said San Diego student Angie
Hobson. Hobson went rafting on this
Maine river last weekend,
along with ten other
Californians, seven New
Hampshire Outing Club
members, and two - club
officers. The trip, according to
leader Ted Scharf, was the first
of its kind that the NH QC,
which recently celebrated its
70th birthday, has offered.
It was organized in
association with All Outdoors
Inc., a Maine-based rafting
company which sponsors river
trips all over New England.
Scharf' said thanhis trip \\ia ·
cha llenging for he and fello w

NHOC officer Jere Vincent {o
lead. The group was unusually
large and included a wide range
of outdoor experience.
However, .. considering all
factors, it went well," Scharf
said. ·•Everyone seemed to have
a great time."
A frw adventurers had
misgivings prior to the trip.
.. I wasn't looking forward to
it at first," said Wendi
Sogolow ... I thought we were

ry-· . .

-~,~·--.:.g

all facing death. But I ended up
having a really good time-and
1
we didn't die!"
The adventure began at a
dam on Moosehead Lake near
Bingham, Maine, about four
hours north of Durham. The
group had camped out the
previous night, and in the
morning all were fitted with
wetsuits and bused to the
launch area at the point where
the Kennebec runs off from

RAFTING, page 14
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Moosehead.
There the neophyte rafters
were briefed on safety and
rafting technique by John
Palmer, the owner of All
Outdoors, and his three guides.
They would each guide a
boat of rafters, all equipped
with paddles.
Palmer stressed the
possibility of experiencing
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Director, Christopher Leavy,
said that his job needed a
unique approach for this
untraditional show.
... Working' borrows from ,
many musical styles to create a
collage of American life," he
stated.
The choreography is taken
from the everyday movement
of working people, according
to choreographer Gay
Nardone. The one real dance
sequence is done in a 1940':s
style, as Lovin Al. a parking lot
attendant, dreams about his
life. The dancing here is like in a
dream.
Other memorable scenes are
Judith Dion's waitress doing
••1t's An Art" and her cleaning
woman doing "Cleanin' _
Women." She is a vibrant
performer with a strong stage·
· voice.
Mike O'Malley also adds life
to the show as the steel worker
who provides the first
monologue and is a thread
character throughout the show.
In a more somber scene,
Stephanie Vogel gives an
emotional rendition of .. Just A
Housewife," which questions
the .. modern view" of the
housewife and her importance.
In a touching number, Dana
Stevenson sings about why he
works as hard as he does in
••Fathers and Sons."
••1 do it for my kid," he says.
Vogel then joins him on the
stage to complete the song as· a
duet.
Other important scenes
contained no music at all. In
the second act two monologues
given by a necktie salesman and
a radical, one after the other,
convey the sharp contrast
between conventionality and
nonconformity. This is done
lightheartedly as it points out
the ridiculousness of both
extremes.
In the final scene,
"Something To Point To," the
cast joins together to sing about
the pride they take in their
work. The finale drew weil
deserved, enthusiastic applause
from a relatively large crowd
for a preview performance.
This play is both uplifting
and sobering. It is an
important social comment as
well as extremely entertaining,
and anyone who sees it should
come away with a new
awareness and understanding
of the people who work in and
make America work.
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Film Teachers passes class

'

attitude shows the beginning ot
loss of faith. The showdown
with Eddie's mother displays
the increasing tension.
Throughout the film he
questions the students, the exstudent lawyer, the principal,
and gets nowhere until the end.
The lawyer's presence
reminds him that he has indeed
accomplished something in the
past. Eddie's acknowledgement
that he does need to learn to
read and write shows Alex he is
achieving something in the
present as well.
An exchange of words
between the principal and Alex
sums up the film; the struggle to
keep from being disillusioned.

mother and her delinquent,
illiterate son Eddy, played by
Ralph Maccio (known for his
starring role in Karate Kid).
The mother refuses to take
responsibility for her son's
education saying, ••1sn 't that
yo~ jo~ Mr. Durrell?"

By Diana Frye
The film, Teachers,
examines issues facing today's
school-s using , at times
overusing, sarcastic humor.

Teachers begins with the
chaotic opening of school on
Monday morning.
'J'eachers, sympathetically
The first scene, where the
audience identifies with the shows what teachers must
characters is in the arena of the endure daily though at times
· the overexaggeration of those
school office.
problems lessen the film. One
teacher had his car stolen, his
The secretary is frantically desk hidden, and his hand
phoning absent teachers. A bitten by a student. One or two
stabbed student sits in the of the above episodes would
middle of the melee being have been sufficient to show the
ignored. The psychologist loses disrespect teachers face from
her sanity over the limited use students. Instead, by pushing
of the copier. The principal. tht: puim with alJ tlu ee Ihe
played by Judd Hirsch , effect was diminished .
attempts to deal with these
matters plus a law suit about
The plot also had some
some child who graduated and irrelevant or only slightly
couldn't read. The lawyer, connected scenes whose only
ironically a former student, is job it seemed was to lengthen
played by Jobeth Williams.
the movie to two hours. One
such scene was the shooting of
The first glimpse of the Eddy's friend for no reason. It
starring teacher Alex Durrell, seemed totally disconnected
played by Nicke Nolte, shows with the rest of the movie and
him in bed with a woman when pre-climatic.
the school secretary calls.
The performances of N icke
All the parts of this school Nolte, Jobeth Williams, and
office scene add up to one Ralph Maccio are what
message even though hum- brought the film back from the
orously portrayed; the school edge of the unbelievable.
system and the people in it are
overworked, underpaid, and
Nolte's character, Alex, is a
largely unrespected.
fifteen year teacher who knows
the difficulties of maintaining
The film reveals the effect of student respect. He knows the
the overloaded system at - school system often does not
almost every turn of the work for the kids and becomes
camera. Alex Durrell, forced to increasingly disillusioned
take on the psychologist's job throughout the film,
after her crack-up, faces a
His sleep-late-on-Mondays

•• i-folf uf tlte-m aren "I even

coming back after the fire
drill," the principal says. Alex
responds, ••But half of them
will!"

Cast member of the UNH musical Working. (Charles Smith
Jr. photo)

-------RAFTING-------' continued from page 13)

This made participants, most
of whom had never rafted
before, quite wary-particularly the warm-blooded Califor· nians.
The group had little time to
practice paddling before the
rapids loomed fast and furious.
Within seconds they were
tearing through the roaring
whitewater and everyone was
instantly soaked.
The second half of the trip
was much more leisurely, with
a serene float down the river, a
chance for the rafters to relax
and to gaze at the ~rilliant
crimson and orange hues of
· foliage casting their reflections

upon the glittering waters of
the Kennebec.
When the journey down the
river was over, the proud
conquerors were taken back to
the base camp and treated to a
slide show featuring shots
taken by a shoreside
photographer of them crashing
through Magic.
Some of the rafters were
surprised by the pictures. There
was a shot of Steve Marie-r's
boat and its panic-stricken
occupants being engulfed by a
huge wave.
••1 thought we were doing
good," he said, ••but that
picture made us look pretty
disorganized. I'm glad we made
it!"
One of the Californians,
first-time rafter Sue Finn, was

so enthralled by the experience
that she courageously elected
to stay an extra day and join the
employees of All Outdoors in
challenging the nearby
Penobscot River.
Because of the success of the
venture, Scharf said that the
Outing Club, which receives no
funds from the University, will
probably sponsor more such
events in the future. However,
he said , it all depends on the
club members.
··we have a lot of members,"
said Scharf. ••but a very small
core membership. We need
more involvement. We were
able to offer this trip at a
substantial discount, and we
have the resources to do almost
anything the members want
to ."

WIN $600 IF YOU PASS OUR FINAL! SPORTS ARE
Announcing the Great Eight-Straight College Handicapping Contest.
I

Who can compete? Any current
undergraduate or graduate student at
any New England college, junior college or university. (Show your I.D.
card for FREE admission.)
Win $100 in the Qualifying
Round, Oct. 19! Follow these simple
steps:
1. Bring the handicapping form with you
to Rockingham before post time.
2. Select the horses you think will win the
first 8 races of the evening.
3. Tum your form in at any entrance
window 5 minutes before our 7:30 p.m.
post time. Then enjoy your evening!

On Monday, Oct. 22, we will contact the one handicapper from each
participating coUege who pickedor came closest to picking-8 straight
winners. If you 're the winner from
your school, you'll win $100, plus expense money to return to Rockingham
for the finals pn Nov. 2. (There will
be a winner from each school.) In .

• case of tie, winner will be
drawn by lot.
Win $500 in the Finals,
Nov. 2! If you won the Qualifying Round, come back to Rockingham for a chance at $500
more ... following the same
simple procedure again! (We'll
furnish the handicapping
form.)
The one student who picks-or
comes closest to picking-8 straight
winners will win our $500 prize!
The winner will be notified by the
conclusion of the evening's racing.
He or she will receive the $500 in
an awards ceremony in the Winner's
Circle.
How to prepare: To do your
homework, read a basic book on
thoroughbred handicapping. Also,
familiarize yourself with the Daily
Racing Form (available at newsstands and at Rockingham).
How to find us:

Special recommendations:
to Rockingham and pick your 8 winners
before 7:30 post time. Doors open at 6:00.
2. Bring your friends! Every school will
want a cheering section.
3. Involve friends and rivals from other
schools. Play the sport of kings intermurally, too!
4. To practice before the contest, come to
Rockingham and sharpen your handicapping skills.

THE GREAT
EIGHT-STRAIGHT
COLLEGE H4,\!J/C4PP/,\C
CONTEST
OFFICIAL HANDICAPPING ENTRY

I - Pick 8 winning horses in the first 8
on Oct. 19. and you 'll win $100- and
I araces
at the $500 Final Prize on Nov. 2
I chance
Use this form to reg ister you r picks in
the contest. And don't forget to give us
I your complete name. address & phone
number so we can contac t you if
I
you're a winner
I
Be sure to turn in th is form at
least 5 minutes before the first
I
race. wh ich starts at 7:30 pm
Good luck
I
I
Name
I
1

..

J

~~J.

~~

Come up winners!
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--------SCHULTZ------<continued from page 5)
"Humankind has proven it has
the capacity to change. Over
the centuries, we have moved
beyond human sacrifice. We
have moved beyond slavery. To
move beyond war is to see that
our earth is the common home
of all people and all Ji.fr.

cultural change as nuclear
disarmament is possible, and
then, a movement "beyond
war."

of nuclear weapons, we realize
that we all make it or we all
perish. There is no place to go,
we're in the same boat
together."

"How change takes place is
something we study a lot,"
Richeson said. ''In a world full

Both Richeson and Schultz
emphasized that through
cooperative effort, such a great

-CYANIDE<continued from page I)
"I think it's a good way to
make people think," she said.
Dean of Students Gregg
Sanborn, said, concerning the
petition, "It's more symbolic
more than anything, and to
draw attention to stimulate
thinking rather than action."

Freshly Baked Muffins
Bagels
Cereals: Hat & Cold

Blender Drinks
Fresh-Squeezed Jwces
and morel

Dc5ittttitt5 0ctobc1· 15th!
· Vt,t' nuw ha1,·e tables 111:,1</e tuol

EXPLORING

LUNET TE OPTIQU E
Permalens

extended wear
contact lenses

Dailywear, CIBA

soft tint
contact lenses

CAREER OPTIONS
and

FINDING CAREER
INFORMATION

only $119

Monday, Oct 15
6:00 - 7:00 PM
Hanover Room

$89 and up

Call for appointment today! 749-2094
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-6pm
Friday 9-8pm

MUB

Licensed Opticians

455 Central Avenue
Dover, NH 03820

The Ne-w Halllpshire
is looking for applicants
for the position of

Program Sponsored by

Career Planning & Placement Service

GRADUATE STUDY
~IN WASHING TON, D.C.

~ 1

Circulation Manager

ti

Job duties entail:
.Generating ( once per year) and maintaining a
subscription mailing list
Approximately 4 hours per week
Sending Ol.Jt issues of the paper twice per week
Maintain billing file

Preferable Qualities in applicants:
Desire to do a job well, responsibility
Some experience with computers
Some typing ability
Defensive driving helpful, but not required

-Compensated PositionApplications a\ailahk Rm 108 MUH
Deadline for applications: TODAY Oct. 12

· College of Public and
International Affairs
The American University
School of Government &
Public Administration
School of International Service
School ·of J t{stice
)
1//

Masters and Doctoral
Visit with Representative:
Rockingham Room
Memorial Union
Thursday, October 18
10:00 - Noon
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COMICS

--SEL L-<continued from page 1)
sexually active. We want to
make sure everyone has the
availability of oral contraceptives if they need it," explained
Patterson.
Dr. Patterson also stated
that the pill can be used for
other medical reasons, such as
helping to control a woman's
menstrual cycle.

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

~

UNPER TH
IRP RO

THAT PE.5KY WIND WON'i SPOIL
OUR PICNIC NOW, GARFIE.LP

~

~
~
\J>

If Health Services is allowed
to sell the pill they will only fill
prescriptions from their
g):necologist, according to Dr.
Patterson. Students will not be able to
obtain oral contraceptives
unless they are 18 years old or
have parental permission, he

~
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N
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Dr. Patterson also said that
each student wanting the pill
will first have to atend a lecture
on the hazards of the pill.
Students will also be required
to have a gynecologist's
...
evaluation.

Pfll)EJI.EM, ·

\

~SON?

&~

SHAMe?

/

Patterson stated, .. While the
process is progressing we don't
have any (contraceptives) in
stock." ••we are evaluating
various ramifications of
providing them."

CAREFUL
Ml~ .. I /AJIAT57H5

Red's Shoe
Barn

a·~===::!~,~
·

Immediate opening:
sales/stock clerks for men's
department 3.60 per hour,
when arranged available
hours include days,
evenings and weekends .
Call Dave Whitehouse
Mon, Thurs, or Friday

~

742-1893
close to Karivan

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
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Apart-

,or Rem

I[.-I

Female Roommate needed to share
beautiful Davis 'Court Apartment in
Durham (Walking distance to campus)
non-smoker only Please call anytime
868-2966 or come by 66 Madbury Rd
For rent - modern 2 bedroom apt. 1.5
miles from downtown Durham,
$375 /m o Call 868- 7180 evenings after
5 pm

i
I

I

i

7[1IJ

Help Wanttl<I

MUSO Is now hiring MUB PUB
technicians, and production/security
people. Duties include set up and take
down of equipment, showing_movies, etc
for entertainment In the PUB. These are
paid positions so get involved. Work-study
not required. Come by Rm. 148 Mub
today
Undergrads and Grads eligible to serve as
English instructors in Taiwan and Japan
No teaching experience required. All
classes in English. Good pay. Flexible
time commitments. Write for details
China-Japan Services, 2505 I St. NW,
Wash, DC. 20037
Bartender /Waitress wanted Apply in
person, no experience needed. Old Farm
Pub, 34 Locust, Dover, on Kari Van Route.
Busines hours 6 · pm - 1 am 7 nights a
week 742-9808
Exp horticulturist w/ref. available for fall
prep and bulb plantings, landscape
planning and installation . My light truck
(mileage free where appropriate) and
tools. $7 50 hour. 659-5780 evenings
best. Ask for Maria/ leave message and
number
Officials needed for intramural basketball
and vo I leybal I Paid Posit ions
If
interested contact Scott Burrill or Chris
Dowdell at your Recreational Sports Dept
Rm. 151 Field House. Phone 862-2031
Work Study Research Office, Clerk-Typist
Learn about federal and private
funding opportunities while you work
Typing, filing and possible computer
work. Minimum salary - $4 00 - Call
R.esearch Administration Office 86.22000
. . .
-,

CLASSIFIED
SKI RESORT JOBS Gunstock is seeking
full and part time Alpine and ski touring
instructors Should be strong skiers,
experience not necessary. For application
write. Gunstock, PO Box 336, Laconia,
N.H. 03246, Attn Sharon Workman or
call 603-293-4341
Work study. positions a va i I ab I e
$4.00/ hour, no experience necessary,
call Laurie Badger, Complex Systems
Research, Center - 2-1792.

Officials Needed for intramural basketball
and vollyball. Paid positions . If interested
contact Scott Burrill or Chris dowdell at
your Recreationa I Sports Dept. Rm 1 51
Field House. Phone 862 -2031
Clerical Assistant Position open in MUB.
Both non work study and workstudy. Fill
out application Room 322 for the Job
Board!

l eachers aide, part time work study or
non work study acceptable. Help
supervise sma.1I groups of children ages
3-5 in classroom on playground, on field
trips
Morning and afternoon hours
availble . Call Jane or Claire at Dover Day
Care Learning Center, 107 Broadway (on
Kari Van route) 742- 7637
Work study help wanted. Portsmouth
Recreation dept. looking for recreation
aides $4.50 per hour. Variable hours
available Please contact Leslie _Foalk at
431-2000 ext 263 or Barry Foley ext 265
after 2 pm After 5 pm call 431 -2005 or
2006
Overseas Jobs Summer,yr round
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia. All
fields . $900-2000 mo. Sightseemg Free
info Write IJC, PO bx 52 -NH Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625
Clerical ·Assistant opening for the Job
Board, fill out application Rm 322 MUB.
Work study and non work study

N & D, Thanks so much for the cookies
and balloons. It did the trick to cheer me
up! We're gonna catch that sucker so they
better watch out. Love M.
Lori and Anne in 104 Fairchild, thanks for
being what you are, super friends . I am
very fortunate to know you. Love, Chip PS
AGR RIOZ is always open to you
Brenda, I watch you many days a week. I'd
like to get to know a cute cheerleader like
you better. I'll be seeing you! Your admirer

Domino's pizza needs you; drivers
needed. Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when considering your
wages, commission, and tips Need
drivers for 1,2, or 3 nights a week. Apply
in person or call us at Domino's pizza,
Portsmouth, NH (431-7882)

Jenn, CONGRATS!! on your maJor life
decision and than you for everythingschool, fun (our theme) & calling SPAIN!!
But what time is it7 Manythinkle pink, DO
YOU!!? DA DA DUMM OUM. Remember
there can never be "too" much of
anything!! Love ya, Thomas

Fiddle lessons in many styles from a
professional player· folk, bluegrass,
country dance, Jazz improvisation, also
clawhammer mountain banJo , guitar,
wooden flute, Ryan Thomson . 659-2658

Hey WILDCAT MARCHING BAND, last
weekend was fantastic. We're really
proud of you. Now comes the one we've
been waiting for, Homecoming . I started
last week and this weekend it's gonna
happen 1 ! We're gonna peak and show this
campus a show and a band they're never
going to torget. K.eep It up ana get psycnea
to absolutely BLOW DOORS!! YEAH!! We
love you. MJ & Maria

Ski bindings - Tyrolia 180D Used 3
times. Sell for $50 . Call 749-3426. Ask for
Willie
WATERBED FOR SALE INCLUDES
liner, heater, mattress, all wood frame, 5
month warranty. Asking $160 or B.O.
need bucks . Call 9-6 862-1122 ask for
Joe. 6-12 p.m 742- 7208
For Sale· Prince Pro · Tennis Racquet
Strung Top Quality Gut. Condition like
new. Cover Included $75.00 (603) 7725439
1982 .0vation Acoustic / Electric Legend
Excellent condition, hard shell case,
sunburst , gold plated tuning pegs Must
sell. $525 or best offer. Call (603) 3;323339
For sale 1973 AMC Gremlin, automatic,
great engine, new tires, pretty good
condition.· $650. Call Ram at 862-3208 or
862-2009 and leave a message
For sale Schwinn World 10 speed
bicycle, excellent condition, · very
sparingly used, single owner. $95 . Call
Ram at' 862-3208 or 862-2009 and leave
a message
27 inch Fuji, 12 speed Gran Tourer SE
with alloy frame, quick release front
w'heel and kryptonite lock. Like new.
Owner transferred to urban college
$175.Call 659-2870 after 5 pm weekdays
or after 8 am weekends. Franl~ Ronan
Griffith Dr. Durham NH 03824

Activist - Political jobs .· It's 1984 can you
afford to be a bystander? Call LCV and put
your environmental goals to work. ,LCV,
the political arm of the evnironmental
Car for sale. 1975 Datsun B210
movement, is looking for energetic people
Hatchback 4 speed New carbeurator,
to help lay the ground work for the '84
new battery, Just tuned. Has 2 almostelections and beyond. Hours 1;30-10 30
new radials. Car is in good running
p.m., Monday-Friday, training and . condition, needs bodywork. Must selll
benefits, $1 60-$300 per week. Ca 11 603$350.00 or B.O. Call Laura at 868-7099
430-8312 11-3 p.m for interview.
League of Conservation Voters, 48
1977 Chevy Monte Carlo, Running well,
Congress Street Portsmouth
new ir.spection sticker, automatic
transmission, power steering seats,
Marketing Interns
Semester II,
windows, roof, stereo, airconditioning
Manchester NH $7.40 Hr , 30 hrs wk;
$1300 call 742-3042
Major Computer Company; Sales and
marketing duties; A_dmn, CS, EE ma1ors;
Parking Spaces Available on-street
3.2 av; Contact Field Experience Office, parking is prohibited in Durham from
Verrette House , 862-1184, Deadline
November 1 to March 31. Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
November 5, 1984; FEit 841 39
compus Contackt Susan at 868-2972
Marketing intern, semester 11, Burlington
1973 VW bus 113,000 miles, good rebuilt
VT, $7.40 Hr . MaJor Computer company
engine, heat , needs some rust repairs
Sales and Marketing duties Admn, CS,
Inspected
Rye 431-0828 5 to 9 p.m
EE maJors; 3.2 av ; Contact Field
$1000
Experience Office, Verrette House, 8621184; Deadline November 5, 1984; FE It
1980 Dodge Colt, Automatic, no rust,
84140
excellent condition $3100, call 868-5583
MUSO is now hiring MUB PUB
technicians, and production / security
people. Duties include set up and take
down of equipment, showing movies etc
for entertainment in the PUB. These are
PAID positions so get involved. Workstudy not required. Come by Rm. 148
MUB
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Council Travel CIEE for low cost flights
USA and worldwide. lnt'I student I.D,
Youth Hostel Memberships. Work and
study abroad and More! Free 1985
Student Travel Catalog Call (617) 2661926 or write to Council Travel, 729
Boylston St., Suite 201, Boston, MA
02116

Persona~,

'1

Come join the outing club on a 2 day Hang
Gliding trip, Oct. 19-21, up in Claremont,
NH Films of actual training and flying for
Morningside Rec. Area will be shown on
Mon. Oct 15 at 7 pm in the MUB,
Merrimack Rm. For more info. come down
to the Outing Club office in the MUB, rm
129
11esource Economics MaJors!! Learn
about opportunities available to you in
your maJor, come to the RECO CLUB
meetings every Thursday at 12 30 pm
James Hall Rm 323 (undeclared and other
maJors welcome)
Yoda, thanks, its been a great six months.
I hope the next six are as wonderful. The
rose is beautiful. Let's go fly our kites
soon . I love you, THE BLANKET BEAST
Congrats to the new pledges of Theta Chi
We're all sure that Sugar, Bill, Flegal,
John, Jesse, Dragon, Ritz, Geen, Clutch,
Biune and Brake, New Wave, M ike, Chris
will be treated to a great time this
Leigh, lunch was great, We had a blast
Do it again somet1me7! We'd love to.
Maybe we'll hit the MUB or Tin Palace!
Take it easy. Hope you read the \,,II'
/"111111.,l,in' to see that you got a personal
from us. patric ia & ;(athy (PS Wouldn't
mind visiting the za·potecs sometime.
Sounds like fun)

Campus rep to run spring break vacation
trip to Daytona Beach. Earn free trip and
mondy. SEnd resume to College Travel
U11Jim1ted 8.0 . Bos 606.3 Statton. A
Daytona .Beac.h, Florid.a 3io22 ~ include ... Welcome back Flem! Hope you are up for
a party weekend! Doug and Winnie
phone numbers please

Foy boy, When is our next travel around
UNH to visit all the eligible young
females 7
Liz Spain, Hope you had a good birthday
and hope some day you'll come by so I
may buy you a drink! I am turning whiter
by the day!
OMICRON -

GOOD LUCK

To those who saw the "Jesus Christ is
Lord of UNH" ad - we have some sad
news. Mr. Christ was offered a position in
finance at a large corporation in New
York. The trustees have appointed a
search committee to fill the vacant "Lord"
position. See help wanted section
Congratulations Jesus! Good luck in your
new job Also . Congratulatioris to
Muhammad Epstein, who was just
appointed Interim Lord of UNH
Vacant Postion: Lord of UI\JH. Experience
with worship - receiving and prayer
listening preferred
Low pay, high
prestige position. Apply in person or in a
vision. Contact Muhammad Epstein,
Interim Lord at 2 -LORD.
KT & KEIi - I'm sorry but Friday night was
Just too crazy for me: Kell, lock yourself in
bathrooms much~ That toilet paper
streaming from your foot at Nick's was
quite attractive! KT, sorry I read that guys
mail but you didn't have to smack me in
the face ("Oh, my nose!") - thanks for
the ice cream & pretzels! "Hey Young

ATTN Julie B. Health Planning Hap 723
with' Professor Seavey your notebook is in
the NH Business Office.
Hey Oliver! Springfield Weekend can't
come soon enough. I really miss our REDINKED letters, our talks and most of all
The Incredible CHAUNCY!I Next time you
make-the road trip Love Always, SPLASH
Sue-EEE, I hope you learn how to sing
before we go singing in anymore dark
alleys at 3:00 in the morning. Please tryp
and keep both carings all night and don't
fake getting up at 6:30 anymore. Keep me
studying. Your LOVING room-eee
HEy, Geoff! The·re can only be one. We've
chased you around for long enough. If you
want dinner YOU better get on the phone
and start making some plans or we are
going to slime out of it. Love (Beths)x2
Happy 21st Birthday to the WEbster
House girl with the beatiful legs!
Craig G 8 get a jobl Guess who!
Tuese7 Study too hard? Try a massage
Back , hand, arm, leg, foot I do 'em all.
5 /¼ hr, 8/1/,hr, 15/hr? Call Don at 8681976. Room service and satisfaction
guaranteed.
Hey Banshee, You know that your
company is much more important than
any TV show!. .(well maybe not Cheers.)
Good luck on the Freevawes. Law
Happy 20th Deb. Love the guys from the
upper seven Lambda Chi and Tim the
Lower 4
Happy birthday Denny!!! Love, Smokin'
Joes
To the pledges of Theta Chi - guys, we're
proud to call you pledges and it won't be
long before we call you brothers. You guys
are the balls. Lood Luck. The brothers of
Theta Chi
GIRLS - This is it - Kappa Sigma Little
Sisters invites you to Rush, Tuesday
night, October 1 6, 8 to 10. Please come,
stop by and see what we're all about.
We're stronger then ever before! Don't
forget! See you there.
Tim and Brian 3rd Stoke - You guys are
so nice! Why don't you come see us more
often. Maybe me and my roommate could
become even closer to you guys then we
are now. Hope to have another evening
with you soon In our dreams
No . 58 D .D. Hi! Just wanted to say Hi and
good luck Sat. against Bucknell. Hope you
have a great weekend and see . you
around! M.C.
Remember! Tuesday, October 16 Kappa
Sig Litte Sisters Rush. See you there!
L,K, and P of the Orange Penthouse suite,
Another wild weekend is about to begin,
let's make it the best yet! We've got to top
the 5:30 madness of last Sunday
morning. Maybe I won't sleep through it
this time. Bet psyched and let's go crazy!
C
Hey Theta Chi, thanks for putting u with
us, We've had a great time working on the
float this weel We're psyched for
tomorrow! Love Stanton House

CC What •time is the last bus to gasoline
alley? Shall we · teleport next time?
Slimeslimeslimeslimeslimeslimeslimeslime CC
To the undefeated winners of the Wildcat
Classc: Your dominance over Harvard
was nothing less than fantastic. Here's a
wish for good luck and more good news.
When you return this weekend from
Syracus~. Good luck! UNH Men's
Volleyball Club
Su.rioc'c St<>am<>rs, P<>tt<><> Brook Parking

up

-

I \Nann:;1

Leslie, i know times are tough right now
but you know they'll get better. Please
keep a smile on your face. I'll be there
when you need me (but you already knew
that) Cheer up. Love Jack

Donna in AZ Remember ... never leave
your stuffy alone, who knows what kind of
mischief he'll get into. Also keep in mind
that in order for him to live a long happy
life he requires an occassional hug-The
California Kid.

To Bill & Paul-Hope you guys are having
fun in the office. I suppose I'll still talk to
you even though BOTH of you blow me off
on Bid's Night. If you get bored, call my
office and leave a message on the
answering machine. Take care, Paul,
thanks for the personal. Love, your secret
admirer

B.T. How is· the guy from Lambda Chi?
Grizzly, Did you blow him off or not?

lot. For a quick lunch or snack. Mon-Sun.

\/\1~ko

To the 'old' Frosh Camp execs.- Sorry I
slept through the last part of the
banquet-I had a good time anyway. We
have to get together soon and recelebrate no slammers, please Derrick[
Thanks for the past year, we had a lot of
good times-Vermont , Picasso's (Don't
look in the bathroom Bruce.) Goodbye to
you. Love, Action
Your

Jen P. Thanks for the invite to your
cocktail party. Should be a great time.

p~rt\, ~i th

Dri'-,o,

Leslie G. We miss the old you. Please
come back because we love you.Wand K

Christmas!!

To the freshest girl at TKE '. s Bids day. How
.about a sweater for a date. I can 't find you.
7265. V.

YOU!" Everyone now knows where you
keep your keys, thanks to me! Well, until
Homecoming ... Love from the obnozious
horror show who loves riding
motorcycles! P.S. I'm so excited for my
fitting on Friday - Ya-hoo!

Donna L. Be careful, I may be waiting
around the next corner or I may instruct
pledges to be waiting around the next
corner. (wh.en you least expect it ... )

To Craig
Merry
Stocking Stuffer I

If you were on x-country rollerskis two
weekends ·ago on Wednesday, HillPackers Falls then I'm the bicyclist you
want to get in touch with. How about
lunch? Mon 12:30 Red Rm right, Phil

Gregg F. I LOVE YOU! KATHY F. PS. Hi
Mikey

To RAZ at 39 Madbury Road - Thanks for
being such a good friend and my inside
connection on the great bear caper .. Boy,
you were awesome. By the way, we saw
the "Big Chill" on VHS, let's hope we
don't get it in BETA, yum yum
Lenore - here I am again! What's the
matter? ... don't you like your job anymore7
Probably because it is too cold, huh?Well,
it will be much warmer in Filene's. Good
luck in your job searching!!!!!!! Signed,
Your Best Friend (maybe not for long,
huh?)
Lisa C - I'm wicked sorry, I forgot to bring
them with me, next week. C.R. (SORRY)
Sharon - Well, aren't we vogue going to
Florida for the weekend , what's next
Paris, Switzerland or is it Greece? Well,
I'm glad you had a good time anyways!
Chris
P.S. You realize I'm only writing
this because I'm jealous as hell!!!!I!!!
Hi Maura, what's up? (Your favorite old
roommate)
OX Bids Party - George you don't make
friends by spilling beer on them; New
Wave - 1 6 shots of vodka and a long sleep
at Sub Stop; Noelle will always remember
what's in the bag and probably so will
Dan; wait who's missing - Normann!!!!;
Suave Dave A.; and of course who
thought Sue would show - probably
Jesse Remember WPI roadtrip
(KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS) invites
you to an Open Rush, Tuesday, October
16, from 8 to 10. All girls interested in
meeting new people and seeing what we
are really all about, come on by!
Live to Raft! Raft to Die! Magic was a
monster and the three sisters were rude,
but no match for the BONZAI RIVER
RAFTERS. Ted's deathwish behind the
wheel was enough to quiet even Brian.
Jerry, watch out for parking meters. They
Jump out at you every time. Angie, I got it:
"I love exchangees, I hate you."
Cinnamon Scnapps are in there, but this
camping ---- has gott to go. Sunday
afternoon greasers -- --tap a well into that
hair. This weekend we're Idle. Let's let
New England recover. Next stop:
Reaganland. P.O.S. a.k.a. "Help"
To the sisters of Phi Mu: Hope everyone is
looking forward to this weekend. The
diner friday, the partying all day saturday
(hope to see you at 7:00a.m.), should lead
to a great time. Hope the composite didn't
go over too bad. Have a great weekend,
from the faithful driver and all of Lambda
Chi.
Karen L. - Young Drive - Now that you
have given the campus some laughs with
my photo, I'd like to invite you to some
drinks downtown some boring evening.
Will see you around the office. Thanks,
Tim.
To the new Freshmen Camp Exec Staff,
Thurs, Morning was the best! Scott, what
a surprise to see your smiling gace at 6
a.m.! You and Sally really made us feel
special. Thanx. I'm sorry I missed the
pancakes bu1 the champagne was great.
Friday nite was super. I couldn't ask for a
better staff to work with. To my "lucky
star" I really do feel very lucky to have you
by my side. Thanks oldexecs, for the
answering machine That was really
thoughtful. You all did an incredible job.
Thanx for all the fun! To all the
counselors, I can't 1Cvait to work w/all of
you again. You're all the best. XXOO,
Julie
Rick Baby, here's a toast so raise your Red
White and Blue to your birthday and your
1st personal. Cyn
Jen of the 7th - -You .are exquisite. An
admirer

The breakup of a marriage or romance is
one of the most stressful periods in
anyone's life Often included in the
breakup is a final goodbye love letter or
note. Maybe you've written or received
one? The book "How We Say 'GOODBYE
FOREVER' in the U.S." is .to be a
compilation of hundreds of real final
goodbye letters or notes written by real
lovers, husbands and wives. Although we
have received many dozens of letters from
ads plaqrd in national publications, we
have not yet received what is needed from_
you state. If you have a final eltter-send
it to us NOW! Of course, all names will be
changed, cities unlisted, and you
confidentiality protected! We'll pay you
$5.00 for each final love letter of your's
published in this book; no matter how
long, short, happy, sad, funny or bizarre. ,
Please briefly des'i{ibe why the letter was
written and tne romanc_e ended.
Remember, this is totally legitimate and
your name and city won't be used. Hurry
and immediately send you letter(s) or
copies with return address to: GOODBYE
FOREVER, PO
Box 801, London,
Kentucky 40741
UNH MEN'S HOCKEY TEAM: Psyched for
the season's opener? We'll be there to
watch our number 1 team beat W
Michigan! Good to see you guys back out
on the ice and ready to begin the season
right! (who else?) Chris and Amy
HEY '24' YOUNG DRIVE Tony, Jim, Jay,
Bill, Peter, Mike and Morty, Hope
Homecoming is full of fun and
excitement. You're all a great bunch of
guys - even though you are couch
potatoes and M&M's ...... Chowfor now (or
, shall we say MAUW!) 22

To tile California kid: Nathan and I are
doing just fine, maybe I'll meet the kid
sometime.
·
Come join the outing club on a 2 day Hang
Gliding trip, Oct. 19 - 21, up in Claremont,
N.H. Films of actual training and flying
from Morningside Rec. Area will be
shown on Mon. Oct. 15 at 7 p.m. in the
MUB, Merrimack Room. For more info.
come down to the Outing Club Office in
the MUB, Room 129
CSC Congratulations on you bid! Sigma
Nu will never be the same! Did I tell you
lately that r love you? Well, I do. Love CMC
To whomever stole my Calvin Klein demin
Jacket on Thursday, OCt. 4 from TKE,
please return it to MUB Rm. 322. No
questions asked, I just want my Jacket
back please

To the criminal clan plus Sam, Cheers to
weekends past and future! It always
seems impossible to top the last weekend,
but somehow we always manage!
Chinese food by the fire, camping on the
beach in Maine, ever since ·we've never
been the same. To our husband Sam,
surfing and dancing on Fishers Island,
You've got to ride the white pony to be a
rich b--ch. Hey, Sam, you're our man! To
Laura the Amazon, w_e hopped, skipped
and went naked and came back a little
shaiked, but that didn't stop us from
Sunday night-scorpion bowls and
smoke delight! God knows what the next
wekend holds! Love Marea and Katie
Oye Pimiento - Un abrazo fuerte aqui par-a
ti. Debemos hacer un video de los raros
momentos en que nos vemos . Atrevas
tedos tus esfuerzos, sique sonriendote . Te
quiero un monton de colores - Tu
companero en crimen
Hey Cat, this is it, the long awaited
personal!! Now I'm at a loss for words!!
Love ya, Frogger
NANCY D. - Have a great birthday - from
your long lost neighbor who has moved up
in the world.
Lee, thanx so much for all the confidence.
and enthusiasm you've had for me, It
means a lot to know how much you really
care. Thanx so much for the card. It topped
off the nite perfectly. Food luck with your
dream for next semester. I'll miss ya if you
go but you deserve it more than anyone.
Thanx for always being there. I love ya
lots, Jul
"Jesus answered and said unto him,
Truly, truly, I say unto thee, Except a man
be born again, he cannot see the Kingdom
of God." John 3:3
Tee, Di, Moe and Polly-Just thought we
would let you guys know that you are
having a Homecoming party tonight. We'll
!:iring -the spirits! - Win~ Cliew,-1\71att, -PK
and Company.
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T-~night in the IYIUB PUB
The great Boston band ...

RUSH TICKETS $5.00
All Students-Every Play-Every Performance

Students: $3.50 Public: $5.00
Come hear the group's hit
''Love in a Vacuum"
. 125 BOW STREET
PORTSMOUTH, NH

431-6660
Doors open at a:oo pm

UNH ID/PROOF OF ADE NEEDED

no one under 1aadmitted

--!)

S5 00 STUDENT RUSH TICKETS m c1y be pur c h asect by pr ese nt in g va lid stud e nt
1cl e ntific atw n ill th e bo x offi ce on e h a lf -h o ur be f ore curt a in 11me fo r a n y pe rfor m a n ce
Th esi:.! ti cke ts a re so ld on an ava il ab1l1ty basi s and ca nnot be rt!Se rved PS two
cl1 sco unt ecl ti cke ts with on e car d .

"Sophisticated" Computer User.
The personal computers from Zenith Data Systems
are designed with features that take you beyond IBM
compatibility. Features like internal expandability
which allows you to add peripherals without adding
size. A total of eight expansion slots. Dimensions that
are 20% smaller than those of the IBM-PC. Storage
that can ·expand to 10 mb. with a hard disk, within one
desktop unit. And the ability to run virtually all soft'
ware designed for the IBM-PC.
The Z-150 desktop and Z-160 portable personal
computers from Zenith Data System feature:
• High or low resolution
• Text and graphics are standard
• Smooth scrolling
• Color or monochrome monitor (desktop only)
• 2 Communication ports
• Built-in diagnostics
• Single or dual 51/4" half-height drives
• 10 programmable function keys
• 128K standard RAM on single drive units
• 320K standard RAM on dual drive units
• Optional 10mb. Winchester drive
• And much more

Zenith Data Systems is dedicated to full service
and support. This includes on-site maintenance, a
nation-wide service center network, top-notch software documentation, and easy-to-understand training
materials. If needed, a special hotline telephone service is available.
Student Can See and Order Systems at:

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY/
STUDENT PRICING!

Digital Communications

University
Price

List
Price

Model
ZF-151-21
(Single-drive, desktop)

$2,199

· $1,320

$2,799

$1,680

$4,499

$2,700

$2,399

$1,440

ZF-151-52

J ,~

~ J

..\ I

,,

(Dual-drive, desktop)
ZW-151-52
(Winchester, desktop)
ZF-161-21
·(Single drive, portable)
ZF-161-52
.(Dyal dri~~•p9rt~~I~) .

.

'

$2,999
f

'''

\ i

·'

~""'

'

''

I

I.

$1,799
·•ti

I\

f'

323 Pearl Street
Burlington, VT 05402
802 / 863- 7951
or
Computer Services Dept .
University of New Hampshire
,.,,..

data
·systems
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UNH netwomen clip Colby 6-3

Sharon Gibson smashing a backhander against Colby
yesterday.(Frank Consentino photo)

· By Steve Langevin
Going into it's match
yesterday the UNH women's
tennis team was determined to
put an end to its recent losing
streak and 1t did just that with
an impressive 6-3 victory over
1
olby College,
"Everyone was ready for this
1.atch," commented third
doubles player Linda Quain.
"We were all sick of losing,"
1dded UN H head coach Russ
McCurdy.
The Wildcats won the match
the same way the other teams·
have been beating them, by
winning the close matches.
At the fifth and sixth singles
positions UNH's Kathie
Mullen and Debbie Liebson
came through with clutch
performances. Mullen lost the
first set of her match with
Wendy Neville 7-5, but
bounced back to capture the

Men's hockey ready for_opener
By Chris Heisenberg
Brickley. Leach and Rossetti
The UNH Wildcats know led Matignon to its fifth
what it's like to go against a consecutive Massachusetts
great goalie. Last year, B.U.'s Championship, and then led
Cleon Daskalakis almost Massachusetts past Minnesota
singlehandedly knocked them in the Massachusettsout of the playoffs. But this Minnesota high school
year UN H has its own super tournament. Leach was also
goalie who gives them a good selected in the second round of
shot at winning the · new the NHL draft by the
Hockey East; Bruce Gillies.
Washington Capitols.
Already the opposing
- Hanley was selected by the
coaches in Hockey East have Los Angeles Kings in the
named Gillies the pre-season seventh round of the draft, and
favorite for "Player of the Lambert was selected by the
Year." Last year Gilles was Stanley Cup Champion
tremendous . in guiding the Edmonton Oilers in· the fifth
depleted Wildcats into the round. Allister Brown was
playoffs. This year, with a drafted by the New York
larger supporting cast, the Islanders in the I 2th round. so
Tats will be rolling, starting the talent · is definitely there.
to.night at Snively Arena,
This is the first look at
against Western Michigan.
Hockey East that fans will get.
Last season Gillies shattered Hockey East is the league
the old UNH save record of which was set up to replace the
1054, while posting a 3.49 ECAC. Member teams are
GAA. At 6 foot 3, Gillies is the Boston University, Boston
perfect size for backstopping a College, Northeastern,
team.
Providence, Maine and Lowell.
·
In front of Gillies an
BU will be missing
experienced defense will be Daskalakis, and captain T.J.
headed by tri-captain Dwayne Connelly this year. In past
Robinson, and David Lee. years they relied on Daskalakis
Another senior, Brian Byrnes, and a strong defense.
a second-team AII-ECAC Freshman David Quinn and
selection last year, will return sophomore Scott Shaughnessy
for his fifth year.
make up a good defense but it
Junior Peter Herms provides may not be enough without
a rushing dimension to the Daskalakis. John Cullen and
team, and Kirk Lussier adds a Ed Lowney will score for BU.
booming slapshot to the
Boston College has always
powerplay. Freshman Gary
Lue Pann has size. and should
develop into a good
defenseman.
The forwards on the squad
are led by seniors Ralph
Robinson, Scott Ellison and From Sports Info.
Dan Muse. Ralph Robinson
The Board of Trustees ot
and Muse were both injured Villanova University has
last year, but provided announced that it has voted to
excellent production when they accept an invitation to join the
played. Ellison scored a career Yankee Conference. Villanova
high 29 points last year. will be eligible for the 1988
The sophomore duo of Peter football championship.
Douris and James Richmond,
The announcement was
each of whom had 34 points made in a joint press release
last season. should provide Wednesday from Villanova
plenty of scoring punch. Athletic Director Dr. Ted
Douris was a second round Aceto and Yankee Conference
selection in the NHL draft. Executive Director Andrew
Junior Shane Skidmore will Mooradian.
continue streaking up and
"Joining the Yankee
down the ice in search of the Conference is an important
puck. Allister Brown will add step for Villanova football,"
muscle in the corners.
said , Aceto.
'"It gives us
Big things are expected from direction. a built-in eight-game
freshmen Steve Leach, Mike schedule · for 1988 with some
Rossetti, Tim Hanley, Rick outstanding programs. With
. Lam-0-ef , a-0d .• Q.ujptjn - th~ Yankee Conference haying

second and third sets 6-4,6-2.
Liebson, on the other hand,
won the first set 6-4, lost the
second 6-3. before rebounding
in the deciding third set for a 61 "::ictory.
In the other singles matches
Anne G. Sherer cruised by
Colby's . Deb Potter 6-1,6-0,
while Wendy Crowe and Judi
Mijal posted straight set wins at_
third and fourth spots. Sharon
Gibson suffered the only
singles loss for UNH 6-0,6-2 to
Colby's very talented number
one player Shannon Morrissey.
"All of those singles wins
were earned," commented
McCurciy "Colby is .a very
good team."
UNH's second doubles
tandem of Jennifer Radden
and Lise! Banker won it's sixth
match against just one defeat
when it quickly disposed of
Norma Delaney and Sarah
Land 6-1,6-1. Colby's top duo
of Morrissey and Kate Walker
handled UNH's Dianna
· Fischer and Chris Stanton in
str::i i-2:ht sets.

had an abundance of talent, but
has not been able to put
together a championship team.
This year's team has such
talented forwards as Scott
Harlow, Bob Sweeney and Ken
Hodge Jr. Defenseman Don
By Chris Urick
Campedelli leads the defense.
Providence is rebuilding,
Playing what head coach
after losing .its leading scorer, Ken Andrews called "the best
Gates Orlando and goalie
team in the country," the UNH
Mario Proulx. Center Tim
women's soccer team fell well
Army and defenseman Peter
behind early and succumbed to
Taglianette are the mainstays
powerful UMass 8-0 in
on this team. Freshmen Gord
Amherst, Mass.
Cruikshank and Shawn
UNH was completely
Whittman are being counted overmatched from start to
on to .contribute immediately.
finish in this one, as the
Northeastern has Rod
powerful second-ranked
Isbister and Greg Neary for
Massachusetts team outshot
scoring. Freshmen Kevin the Wildcats 28-2. U Mass
Heffernan and Joe Macinnis
made it 1-0 only 40 seconds into
will play immediately. Goalie the contest, when Monica Seta
Tim Marshall is the key to how took a pass from the high
well Northeastern does in its scoring Julie DePauw (3 goals,
first season in Hockey East.
I assist) and deflected it past
Lowell will be in its first year
UN H goalie Julie Trask.
in Division I, and will have
DePauw then took control of
Danny Craig to make them the game and got the first of her
respectable. Good recruiting three straight at the ten minute
has given them Tom McComb, mark to make it 2-0. Less than
Paul Ames, Tom Glavine, John five minutes later she had
Morris and Jim Newhouse. completed her pure hat trick on
They make a good nucleus, but an assist by Debby Belkin, and
the experience isn't there yet.
U Mass led the outplayed
Maine has seniors Rene Wildcats and their beleagured
Comeault and Ron Hellen this goalie Trask 4-0. U Mass added
year, but there still is a lack of two more before the half, and
talent. Goaltending is a led comfortably at the break 6- ·
problem here, and the forwards 0.
lack depth.
•·I've never seen a women's
soccer team play that well, it

..

One of the pleasant surprises
for McCurdy was the play of
his third doubles team of Quain
and Priscilla Whitehouse. They
led in both sets against Colby's
second and third singles players
before bowing out 7-5,7-6(7-4).
"They played really well
today," said Mccurdy. "I'll
give them another chance
Saturday against URI."
McCurdy had been playing
musical chairs with Liebson,
Quain and Whitehouse,
shuffling them between sixth
singles and third doubles, but
now it appears that he may
have found the right
combination.

"It has been difficult playing
with a lot of different partners,
but we played well together
today considering we haven't
practiced together very much,"
commented Quain.
The Wildcats return to
action tomorrow when they ·
host the University of Rhode
Island at noon.
"They're within our reach,"
commented Mccurdy.

UMass blanks UNH
women's soccer-8-0
was incred(ble," spoke
Andrews. "They beat us to the
ball, and they were more highly
skilled (than UNH), they
scored so quickly that we didn't
have a chance," added
Andrews.
U Mass played their second
team in the second half, but
they still managed to produce
the two final goals. Ellen
Taggert scored to make it 7-0,
and Lisa Merlo took a pass
from Cathy Spence to finish the
scoring, but Andrews was
encouraged by the second half
play ... We were able to play
their second team pretty well."
.. We had a few scormg chances,
and we attacked a little more on
offense than we did when .,.we
played thein last year (a 3-0
U Mass victory)."
UNH will play at home this
afternoon, as they take on
another top-ranked team in
number 8 UConn ... It doesn't
get any easier tomorrow,"
spoke Andrews. The game will
be played at home, and
hopefully the friendly turf will
help as the team once again
takes on another talented
ranked team.

Villanova accepts Yankee Conf. offer
an automatic Division I-AA
playoff bid. we will have an
opportunity to ·be involved in
post-season play. It was the
most viable and attractive
option for Villanova football
and it was completely
supported by a number of
alumni groups."
Villanova. located in
Philadelphia. Penn .. dropped
football after the 1980 season.
The sport was re-instated in
December of 1983. but the
Wildcats will begin actual
competition at the NC AA
Division I-AA level in the 1985
season.
The Yankee Conference
·currently consists of Boston
University. Connecticut,
Delaware. Maine, Massachu~etts, .New ,Hampshire.. Rhode~~

Island and Richmond.
Delaware and Richmond were
admitted in 1984, but are not
eligible for the league
championship until -1986.
.. We are very pleased that a
prestigious institution such as
Villanova has decided to accept
our in vita ti on." said
Mooradian. '"The Yankee
Conference is one of the
premier football-playing
leagues in the nation. The
addition of Villanova will
strengthen the tradition and
competition of the conference."
The · Yankee Conference
began championship play in
1947. The league was originally
formed among the New
England Land -Grant Colleges.
In 1978, the league disbanded
in aU .spotts M'ith the exception

•
of football.
Andy Talley was appointed
head football coach at
Villanova in June of 1984. He
succeeded Dick Bedesen, coach
of the Wildcats when the sport
was dropped after the 1980
season.
.. We feel we have a first class
university and a first class
football tradition." said Talley.
.. The Yankee Conference offers
us the opportunity to play in a
first class league. Our coaching
staff now feels that we will be
able to attract Division I or IAA athletes to our university.
They now know that we have a
very strong commitment to a
Division I-AA program in an
outstanding league."
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Sports
Field hOcke y team heats North easter n 5-1
By Jennifer Briggs
Sophomore Pauline Collins
proved to be the crucial factor
in New Hampshire's 5-1 win
over Northeastern yesterday
afternoon by notching three of
the five gpals .
Collins made it look so easy
as she quickly moved the ball
up the field and was always
there to knock the ball by
Northea s tern's n e tmind e r

Sharon George fired a long
shot from the right side of the
25-yard line.
UN H countered one minute
later as Collins scored her third
goal of the game off an assist by
Marois. UNH goalie Michele
Flanell fought off Northeastern
attackers for the remainder of
the game a·nd had six saves in
her tenth win of the season.
Tuesda y ni2.ht the Wildcats
battled to a 1-1 double
overtime tie with Boston
University on BU 's homefield.
Karen Geromini scored UN H's
lone goal on a penalty stroke
17:36 into the second half, but
BU's Helen Godfrey tied the
game with eight minutes
remaining in regulation time.
With tough games coming
up in · the next few weeks
against Rhode Island
P;ovidence, Massachusetts',
and Connecticut, Coach
Marisa U1dio is nervous as her
defense isn't performing to
capacity.
'"We are allowing too much
defensively and we're not
playing that well, but I can't
complain about the offense
especially with five goals
today," she said.
Tomorrow the fourthranked 'Cats (11-0-1) will host
Field hockey star Mary Ellen Cullinane( above) traps the ball yesterday. The field hockey team tied
Rhode Island at noon.
B.U. Tuesday before blasting Northeastern 5-1 yesterday.(Frank Consentino photo)

. Northeastern came out
strong in the first half and
surprised the Wildcats with an
early shot on goal. Luckily the
shot was wide and the 'Cats
were able to regroup. Mary
· Ellen Cullinane put on some
classy moves as she carried the
ball the entire length of the field
and beat all the Northeastern
·defenders.
' The offensive pressure by
UNH forced many corners in
. the first half, one of them
setting up the first Wildcat
goal. The initial shot off the
corner was taken but a penalty
was called on a Northeastern
defender which set up a penalty
shot. With great ease Karen
Geromini lifted the ball to the
left side of the Northeastern
goaltender giving the 'Cats a 10 edge.
With three minutes
remaining in the second half, a
slow moving drive by Barb
Marois set up Pauline Collins
first goals. Marois drive from
outside the circle went by
everyone and finally Collins
was able to get a stick on it and
tip it by Sharon Spittle, By Steve Langevin
It will be the meeting of
Northeastern 's net minder.
A corner play with 2:53 clashing styles w}:len the UNH
expired in the second half set Wildcats host the Bucknell
up Cullinane's sixth.goal of the Bison in the annual Homecomseason. Geromini blasted a ing football game tomorrow at
shot which was stopped by Cowell Stadium.
Spittle but Cullinane was there
It will match the highto pull it off her pads and push
it bya Norhteasterndefend erat powered air attack of Bucknell
against the ball-control ground
the edge of the goal.
Two minutes later, Collins game of UNH.
scored an unassisted goal by
blasting a clean shot from
Quarterback Bob Gibbon
outside the 16-yard circle. pilots the Bucknell air show.
N ortheasten came back to Gibbon, a scrambler who can
make it a 4-1 game with their make things happen, has
only goal of the game as · connected on better than 60

Buckn ell next for UNH f oothal l squad

"

MORNING LINE

.t;.

(23-7)

(0-0)

Chris
Urick

Michelle
Evans

Jon
Kinson

Bucknell at
UNH

UNH

UNH

Ma ine at
Delaware

Del.

UConn at
Lafayette

percent of his passes this season
for 1044 yards and 10
touchdowns in leading
Bucknell to a 3-2 record. He
has hooked up with his favorite
target, senior split end Dave
Kucera, 33 times for 451 yards
already this season.

(24-6)

(0-0)

Under
Grad

Steve
Lanaevin

Old
Grad

John
Carney

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

Del.

Maine

Del.

Del.

Del.

Del.

Lafayette

UConn

UConn

UConn

UConn

UConn

. Lafayette

B.U. at
William & Mary

BU

BU

W&M

BU

BU

BU

BU

URI at
Northeast ern

URI

URI

URI

URI

URI

URI

URI

Ric h mond at
UMass

UMass

UM ass

Richmond

UMass

UMass

Richmond

Richmond

(9-3 )

To stop Gibbon. or at least

slow him down, the Wildcats
are going to have to get a lot of
pressure on him or as Coach
Bowes says, .. he'll pick us
apart." To get the pressure they
need,UNH will first go with its
He's the best quarterback we defensive line rush, but if it
have faced this season," can't get enough pressure on
commented UN H head coach Gibbon, blitzing linebackers
Bill Bowes. "He does will be added. UN H has made
everything well. He's a one key change in its defense
scrambler who can throw with freshman Paul Boulay of
extremely well on the run, and Somersworth, N.H. expected
has a very quick release. We to start at tackle, because of his
have tremendous respect for good job in pass rushing
situations last week.
'"The ideal situation will be
for our defensive line to be able
to pressure him ( Gibbon), so
that we can have maximum
pass coverage, but we will blitz
too," added Bowes.
{23-7)

(11-1)

. ,,
h 1m.

Last week the Old Grad finally had to fork over some of his hard-earned money, $50 to be
exact, to the UNH 100 Club because New Hampshire employees Jon Kinson, Chris Urick and
Chris Fauke posted 5-1 records to his 4-2 mark. He defeated the guest Mike Sweeney who had a
3-3 record. This week's guest is John Carney who works for the Boston Globe Sports Desk.

i

The Wildcat defense has
forced 14 turnovers in the first
five games, including nine
interceptions. Tim Teevens
leads the way with two fumble
recoveries and three interceptions.

been a key to the Wildcats'
success this year and will be
very important in the Bucknell
game.
'"We have to control the
tempo of the game. If we are
successful with our ball-control
offense we'll be able to
accomplish this," commented
Bowes. •• Also if we control the
ball it will keep Gibbon off the
field and he can't hurt us from
the sidelines."
The Wildcats, now ranked
18th in Division I-AA, have
won IO of their last 11 and are
4-1 this season. Bucknell's 3-2
mark includes wins over
Cornell, Indiana of Pennsylvania and Carnegie-Mellon.
They have lost to Northeastern
34-3-3 and to Princeton 20-14. ·
Last year the Wildcats came
out on top 42-35 in a wild and
wooly contest. Garron had four
touchdowns , while Gibbon
threw for two and ran for two
more for Bucknell.

Sophomo re Scott P erry is
the newest heir to the UN H
tailback thro ne and has turned
in two excellent outings, while
replacing injured Andre
Garron . Perry followed up a
112-yard effort against
Dartmouth with · 177 yards
against UConn last week.

Bowes is looking for more
consistency from the offense in
the -Bucknell game .
•·we should be p utting more
poi nts on th e board tha n we
are . I think we have a very good
offense, but we have been
maktng mistakes at the most
inqpportune times. We have to
stop stopp ing ourselves," said
. Bowes.

UN H's massive offensive line
of Brian Saranovitz. John
Flanagan, Paul Dufault, Tony
Ciccone and Dave Morton has

The kick-off is at I :00 p.m .
tomorrow and it should be an
interesting and exciting game
to watch.

